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MUST VISIT ART GALLERY

KL LIFESTYLE ART SPACE
KL Lifestyle Art Space (KLAS) is an art gallery that boasts modern and contemporary 
artworks from Malaysia and around the region.  Through its gallery, KLAS intends to 
inculcate awareness about Malaysian artists and their works. This establishment will 
also provide the service of receiving consignments from artists or individual collectors, 
thereby making their artworks available to interested parties. Today, KLAS is one of 
the leading auction houses in Malaysia that sells high volumes of prized artworks 
during every auction.

What’s Happening in September

Aug 1 to Sept 12
A+ Online Festival of Video Art

The Online Festival of Video Art pays tribute to the medium 
that has seen a surge in popularity as Covid-19 kept the world 
locked up at home. A+ has invited four curators, including Au 
Sow Yee, Trưưng QuưChi, Ray Langenbach and Marc Gloede to 
present a selection of video works with no overarching theme. 
Vastly different to standard online exhibitions that entail virtual 

walkthroughs of static images, the video format is a perfect fit for 
online and makes for an engaging experience.

Venue: A+ WORKS of ART - Online

Sept 3 to 6
Life Sdn Bhd — Voices of the Young

The Actors Studio is very proud to present hundreds of young 
Malaysians and non Malaysians who have stepped through 
the doorsteps of klpac who eagerly want to learn acting, 
music, dance and writing from the well-trained teachers at 
this centre. Klpac is pleased to be able to present a few young 
talent including Badrish Bahadur who started at age 3 and 
debuted at 6 at klpac. Badrish will be joined by T4YP alumni 
– Adry Bashir, Nabil Sufian and Tinesh Raman – as well as 
Amirul Zain, Syed Qodeem and Wong Zi-Enn in Life Sdn Bhd: 
Voices of the Young. The performance will also feature one of 
Malaysia’s prominent saxophonists, Scarlet Gouk.

Pentas 2, The Kuala Lumpur Performing Arts Centre (klpac)
Tickets: RM34

Sept 4 to 6
The Boutique of Dreams

REXKL is hosting a series of online shows dubbed REXKL Sessions 
over the next month to help bolster the arts. The shows will see some 
of Malaysia’s top performers live on-screen and free to watch – with 

donations heavily encouraged of course. Taking place every Thursday 
from now until 27 August, viewers will get to see the best of Malaysia’s 
comedy, pop, indie, rock and hip-hop talent doing what they do best. 
Many of these same performers have kept us entertained during the 

lockdown and now it’s our turn to give back to them!

Damansara Performing Arts Centre (DPAC) 
Tickets: RM23 to RM58

MUST VISIT ART GALLERY

KL LIFESTYLE ART SPACE
KL Lifestyle Art Space (KLAS) is an art gallery that boasts modern and contemporary 
artworks from Malaysia and around the region.  Through its gallery, KLAS intends to 
inculcate awareness about Malaysian artists and their works. This establishment will 
also provide the service of receiving consignments from artists or individual collectors, 
thereby making their artworks available to interested parties. Today, KLAS is one of 
the leading auction houses in Malaysia that sells high volumes of prized artworks 
during every auction.

Sept 8
Chamber Concert 5

Relax after work and explore the richness and depth of the chamber 
music repertoire in the Chamber series, featuring MPO musicians 

performing in small ensembles.

Venue: Dewan Filharmonik Petronas
Ticket: RM28

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITYENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY



LEVELS 3 & 5, ILHAM TOWER, NO 8, JALAN BINJAI, 50450 KUALA LUMPUR

EMAIL: INFO@ILHAMGALLERY.COM (FREE ADMISSION)

OPENING HOURS
TUESDAY – SATURDAY (11AM – 7PM) SUNDAYS (11AM – 5PM)  

CLOSED ON MONDAYS AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

ILHAM GALLERY KUALA LUMPUR
ILHAM is a public art gallery committed 
to supporting the development, 
understanding and enjoyment of  
Malaysian modern and contemporary art 
within a regional and global context.

MUST VISIT PUBLIC ART GALLERY

Sept 11 and 12
Sounds Familiar

“Sounds Familiar” is the title of one of the works to be performed. It is an orchestral work that 
includes many tunes made famous by their use in film and television programmes. “Sounds 
Familiar” is the title of this concert since the programme includes many tunes which are well 
known but whose titles may not be so familiar. Most of the works are British and, in a way, 

the programme could be seen to reflect the history of British music from the early “Agincourt 
Song”, the famous coronation anthem “Zadok the Priest”, The Arrival of the Queen of Sheba”, 
the Old Hundredth hymn, Greensleeves, Nimrod and the famous march from the Dam Busters 
film. The programme will end with the popular sequence of tunes which traditionally form the 
end of “The Last Night of the Proms” – namely, “Jerusalem”, “Land of Hope and Glory” and 

“Rule Britannia”.

Venue: Stage 1, Performing Arts Centre of Penang (penangpac)
Tickets: RM65

Sept 12 and 13
Colour of Voices in Concert

Colour of Voices is an acapella group with members made up of diverse races from 
Malaysia. They are from different cultural backgrounds and speak three different 

languages, but rather than make these differences a barrier, Colour of Voices embodies the 
spirit of unity through

music. This coming Malaysia Day, Colour of Voices will bring their first acapella concert to
Damansara Performing Arts Centre (DPAC). With voice as their only instrument, they give 
a unique spin to music familiar to all Malaysians. According to them, “We are not only 

learning a new language, but also embracing the beauty of its culture and tradition. Hence, 
it makes us proud to have been brought up in Malaysia, the land with multiple races and 

cultural diversity.”

Damansara Performing Arts Centre (DPAC)
Tickets: RM23 to RM58

Sept 11
Jeryl and Masya ‘My Sista’ Live in Genting 2020

We know Malaysians want to enjoy theatre again. So this August. Liver & Lung will be treating you to a revival of their sell-out adaptation of 
Yasmin Ahmad’s masterpiece film, Sepet The Musical. This will be Kuala Lumpur’s first show since the MCO, and what better way to kick things 

off than introducing new audiences to the magic of Yasmin Ahmad and bringing the hope she inspired, to a post-Covid world. Sepet The Musical 
fewtures original songs by Shafeeq Shajahan and Badrish Isdin. The score was recently nominated in the Best Original Score category in the 
at the 17th BOH Cameronian Arts Awards. Don’t miss your chance to walk down memory lane, relive an authentically Malaysian classic and 

experience Orked and Jason’s timeless story.

Venue: Arena of Stars, Resorts World Genting
Ticket: RM146 to RM296

Sept 9
RUEL

After playing sold-out rooms throughout the US, UK and Europe, ARIA-award winning multi-instrumentalist, songwriter and performer Ruel is 
coming back to Kuala Lumpur for his highly anticipated FREE TIME WORLD TOUR.

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITYENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY



MUST VISIT MUSEUM

SASANA KIJANG  GALLERY

BANK NEGARA MALAYSIA MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY
The Art Gallery provides a rotating display of the Central Bank of 
Malaysia’s art collection. Selected paintings, prints, drawings and 
sculptures which chart the nation’s milestones and highlight the Central 
Bank’s support for the arts include works by early masters such as 
Hossein Enas and Yong Mun Sen, continuing up to the present day.

THE NAUTILUS ICON
One of the most striking features in Bank Negara Malaysia 
Museum and Art Gallery is the Nautilus Staircase that begins from 
the lobby and links every floor. This structure is the inspiration for 
the main graphic icon. The icon is actively applied and prevalent 
across all of Bank Negara Malaysia Museum and Art Gallery’s 
communications material.

SASANA KIJANG, 2 JALAN DATO’ ONN, 
50480 KUALA LUMPUR

EMAIL: INFOMUSEUM@BNM.GOV.MY (FREE ADMISSION)

OPEN DAILY FROM 10AM TO 6PM.
CONTACT: +603 9179 2784

Sept 25 to 27
Have/Had

We lie more than we need to. Really, it’s 
an addiction which grows from a seed to 
a tree. We don’t lie to protect the other 

person. We lie to protect ourselves from the 
consequences. We lie because we don’t want 
to deal with our own feelings. We lie because 
we don’t want things to change. And soon, 
we start building a wall to justify our lies.

Have/Had is a thought provoking theatrical 
experience about the concept of truth and 
lies, reality and fantasy, where we often 

find ourselves trapped in. It addresses vital 
questions that all of us can relate to. When 

we find ourselves entangled in a web of 
lies, will we follow our rational mind or our 
emotions? When confronted by reality, will 

we tell the truth or will we choose to lie?

Venue: Stage 2, Performing Arts Centre of 
Penang (penangpac)

Ticket: RM45

Sept 24 to 26
Cabaret Series: Young KL 

Singers’ Live on Stage! 

This concert (Les fleurs, Les 
femmes)  archives the many 

facades of womanhood and a 
woman’s love. Each song, like 
a flower carefully plucked by 

Evelyn, allegorises the differences 
of femininity, from a woman’s 

fiery passion to a mother’s gentle 
affections. This is the first jazz/

aria collaboration between Evelyn 
Toh and Malaysian jazz pianist 

Tay Cher Siang.

Venue: Pentas 2, The Kuala 
Lumpur Performing Arts Centre 

(klpac)
Ticket: RM23 to RM58

Sept 23 to 27
Cabaret Series: Golden Melody

Long before the rise of K-Pop, Cantopop 
dominated the music scene in this region. 
The 80’s saw the rise of mega superstars 

like like Alan Tam, Anita Mui, Danny Chan, 
Leslie Cheung, Priscilla Chan, Sammi Cheng, 
Hacken Lee, Grasshopper and many more 
that became household names. For the very 

first time, the Cabaret Series pays tribute 
to the Golden Age of Cantopop with its 

upcoming tribute entitled, Golden Melody.

Venue: Pentas 2, The Kuala Lumpur 
Performing Arts Centre (klpac)

Tickets: RM45

Sept 19 and 20 
Journey

If the glowing pearl is earth’s rare gem, then 
Lim Wei Siong must be the glowing pearl of 
the performing arts industry. There are not 

many masters who are proficient in both the 
erhu and pipa. Initially, while learning, Wei 
Siong himself said that he was confused by 
the two instruments. But after 30 years, he is 
surprised to see how far the erhu and pipa 
have come with him. In Journey, Wei Siong 

tries to address all the big and little aspects of 
life. In “Good Night (Liang Xiao)”, he learns 

to appreciate the short but precious time 
we have; he observes in “Love” that without 
emotions, the garden of life is just a dead 

tree; meanwhile, the upbeat “Horse Racing 
(Sai Ma)” brings his joy to play with a group 

of friends.

Venue: Damansara Performing Arts Centre 
(DPAC)

Tickets: RM23 to RM58

Sept 19 and 20
Mystical Bruckner

Pianist Marc-André Hamelin performs Mozart’s last piano concerto, widely 
regarded as his most deeply personal. Its noble simplicity mirrors Mozart’s liberation 

as an artist – finally free of the inner conflicts which haunted him throughout his 
career. Kees Bakels conducts Bruckner’s monumental 7th Symphony – mystical and 

ghostly, flowing into a cosmic power of sound.

Venue: Dewan Filharmonik Petronas
Tickets: RM56 to RM141 Sept 26 and 27

Slavonic Dances

Flute virtuoso Sharon Bezaly has inspired 
20 concertos written especially for her by 

renowned composers, while also championing 
forgotten gems of the flute repertory. She 

performs the graceful Mercadante concerto 
and Argentinian dance-inspired Impresiones 
de la Puna. Kees Bakels conducts Dvoưák‘s 

Slavonic Dances – the essence of Czech music 
captured with elegance and verve.

Venue: Dewan Filharmonik Petronas
Ticket: RM94 to RM188

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITYENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY



WHITE CHICKS

Two FBI agent brothers, Marcus (Marlon Wayans) and Kevin 
Copeland (Shawn Wayans), accidentally foil a drug bust. As 
punishment, they are forced to escort a pair of socialites (Maitland 
Ward and Anne Dudek) to the Hamptons, where they’re going 
to be used as bait for a kidnapper. But when the girls realise the 
FBI’s plan, they refuse to go. Left without options, Marcus and 
Kevin decide to pose as the sisters, transforming themselves from 
African-American men into a pair of blonde, white women.

Cast: Marlon Wayans, Shawn Wayans, Busy Phillips, Terry Cruise, 
Jaime King.

JUMANJI THE NEXT LEVEL

One quiet year after unearthing the old-school video-game console 
in Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle (2017), Spencer and his friends 
— Martha, Fridge and Bethany have all gone their separate ways. 
However, the power of the mysterious board game is unlimited, 
and before they know it, the quartet of reluctant players, along with 
a pair of unexpected participants, find themselves, once again, 
pulled into the dangerous mystical realm. This time, the game has 
evolved, and challenging new levels await the users’ digital alter 
egos, as a mighty adversary bent on destruction threatens Jumanji. 
Amid unforgiving deserts, treacherous jungle oases, and steep 
snow-capped mountains will Dr Smoulder Bravestone and the other 
characters figure out how to cooperate, and get out of there alive?

Cast: Dwayne Johnson, Karen Gillan, Kevin Hart, Danny DeVito, 
Madison Iseman, Awkwafina.

KLL Recommends

BIG MOMMA’S HOUSE 2

Martin Lawrence returns as FBI agent Malcolm Turner, a master 
of disguise who again goes deep undercover as the sassy 
septuagenarian “Big Momma.” The FBI has learned that a 
computer software developer named Tom Fuller has created a 
computer virus that allows access to classified US government files 
and Fuller is planning to sell the virus to terrorist organizations all 
over the world. Upon hearing this, the FBI’s best lead is Fuller’s 
wife. So Malcolm goes undercover again as Big Momma in order 
to pose as Mrs Fuller’s nanny and as always, Big Momma once 
again turns the house upside down.

Cast: Martin Lawrence, Nia Long, Emily Procter, Kat Dennings, 
Zachary Levi.

BEAN: THE ULTIMATE DISASTER MOVIE

Mr. Bean (Rowan Atkinson) is an eccentric caretaker working for 
the British National Gallery in London, England. He is going to 
get fired by the museum’s board of directors, because he doesn’t 
do his job and all he does is sleep. But the board instead decides 
to send Mr. Bean to Los Angeles, where David Langley (Peter 
MacNicol), curator of a museum in downtown Los Angeles 
has requested that the board of directors of the British national 
gallery send an art scholar to talk about their latest purchase, 
the famous painting “Whistler’s Mother” which military officer 
General Newton (Burt Reynolds) has donated to the museum, at a 
opening. But Mr. Bean’s arrival in Los Angeles causes mayhem, as 
David invites Mr. Bean to stay with his family and begins causing 
problems for David’s marriage. But Mr. Bean doesn’t know 
anything about paintings and although they think he is a brilliant, 
eccentric art scholar, he really isn’t the right man to protect the 
painting as his behaviour also threatens the painting.

Cast: Rowan Atkinson, Peter MacNicol, John Galecki, Pamela 
Reed.

Amazon Prime’s Comical Comedies
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The power of fashion and style 
is hard to articulate, yet brands 
have aesthetically presented their 
emotions and personalities into 
their designs. For the Fashion 
Issue, we present one of Malaysia’s 
iconic labels to love, Nurita Harith.

NURITA HARITH
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Of Feminine Layers and Drapes

I think there is beauty in everything. 
What ‘normal’ people perceive as ugly, I 
can usually see something of beauty in it.”
—Alexander McQueen

“
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Ever since she was a little girl, the flair of creativity has 
always been with Nurita Harith. At the age of 16, she 
received her first ever book on fashion. Since then, her 

fervour for fashion and art developed and she was sure it would 
be something she pursued. Being the passionate and ambitious 
soul she is, her use of interesting silhouettes differentiates 
and defines her own style in this overflowing and sometimes 
overwhelming fashion industry. And Nurita Harith was like a 
breath of fresh air. Before pursuing her Bachelor of Fashion 
Design at Surrey Institute of Art in London, she was a fine arts 
major and had her fair share in sculptures before, which has 
undoubtedly helped her in developing her own individual style 
and sense of creation.

Her first show for KLFW 2006 brought forward her creative 
vision for layers and the use of brown hues against gold tones. 
Her designs usually consists of soft layers and drapes, which can 
be simply described as a feminine with a touch of masculinity. 
Nurita Harith is a ready to wear collection designer and now has 
branched into custom made designs from her very own creative 
visions.

Known for immaculate attention to details, Nurita Harith stuns 
with her Lebaran Luxe 2020 collection, each design showcasing 
beautiful hand-sewn crystals, billowy lace appliqués and crisp 
lines to accentuate the beautiful silhouettes in both printed and 
plain textiles. Her offerings for the RTW collection includes 
modern kebab, ikat dresses and elegant baju kurung inspired 
pieces that come in jewel and coral colours. 

HER FORAY INTO FASHION DESIGN AND WHAT INSPIRED IT

I have always wanted to venture into fashion but during my 
A levels in the UK, I decided to take fine arts and sculpture 
instead. The experience of studying art has influenced my DNA 
in design where I create shapes and work free from any kind 
of restrictions. After my A levels, I decided to pursue arts and 
design in foundation where I dove even deeper into graphics, 
filming and of course fashion. After deciding to take up  a 
Bachelor of Fashion Design at Surrey Institute of Art in London, 
during the second leg of my foundation, I never looked back. My 

foray into the industry was certainly inspired by my love for art 
and fashion  and the passion for creating without restrictions will 
always fuel me to do what I love most. As the fashion industry 
is ever changing and evolving, the challenge of creating and 
designing will always keep me on my feet.

LIFE BEFORE FASHION 

I have been drawing since the age of 5 and I was always that kid 
who sat in class alone sketching and exploring my imagination 
and creativity. The day my mum and her friend bought me my first 
ever fashion book back when I was 16, that is when I realised 
how much I wanted to be in fashion and that is when I decided 
to pursue my dreams.

As being from a Malaysian family, I was always thought to work 
at a very young age. I have taken up many jobs in between 
my studies locally and abroad, including Topshop London and 
being a stylist for Malaysian Tattler before opening my very own 
boutique. 

I enjoy the process of designing, which includes the ability 
to create something new and collective at the same time, to 
translate my vision into reality while still keeping it relevant and 
wearable as well. The biggest challenge that I had to go through 
when I first started was to establish the brand. We couldn’t 
count on social media as we do today. We had to understand 
that our business was mostly bespoke and was our bread and 
butter, which subsequently helped us to expand to ready-to-wear 
(RTW). There is a constant need to always stay head amidst the 
workload I carry on a day to day basis and keeping a balance 
between life, work, art, family and friends.

ON HER FAVOURITE FASHION DESIGNER

Nurita Harith has always adored international fashion designer, 
Roksanda Ilincic, particularly for her clean volumes, how she 
perceives colours and plays with shapes of all kinds. 
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Elena Cheurina is a fashion model and designer 

based in Kuala Lumpur. She is the founder of Ozero 

Swimwear, an eco-friendly brand of premium 

swimwear. She has modelled for almost 12 years, 

starting full-time modelling and travelling around the 

world upon her graduation from a university in Russia. 

She was first scouted in her own city called Perm, by 

an agency from Moscow, who were making a tour 

around Russia in search of new faces. She didn’t take 

it seriously. Then, on a student exchange program to 

New York, where she was working as a waitress for a 

whole summer, she was approached on the street by 

an agent from one of the agencies. Only after that she 

considered modelling as a means to earn money and 

see the world.

DESCRIBING HER PERSONAL STYLE

My work does not really reflect my personal fashion sense as 
these days, I prefer the clean cut look, emphasising on colours 
such black or navy blue. In contrast, my pieces or creations are 
mostly in the form of layers and drapes and employs dusty hues.

THOUGHTS ON THE MALAYSIAN FASHION SCENE AND 
DESIGNERS

There are many talented designers in Malaysia and the talent is 
ever growing and expanding. It is good to see that everyone is 
pushing themselves. This keeps other designers, including myself 
and our toes and challenges us to create something different and 
refreshing all the time.

ON ACHIEVEMENTS AND ASPIRATIONS

I would like to be able to mass produce my designs with active 
ready made collections which could prove to be a challenge 
of its own, but I would definitely love to materialise that dream 
in the near future. Doing what I do involves a lot of hands-on 
work and the attitude of never giving up keeps me going. It 
doesn’t matter whether the tasks are big or small, when we are 
passionate about what we do, there isn’t room for complains 
as the journey itself is a very knowledgeable and enjoyable 
experience altogether.
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THE 90’S CALLED, THEY WANT 
THEIR FASHION BACK

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

All the fashion statements from the 90’s — knee socks, fanny packs and sheer 
dresses are officially back and more stylish than ever. It goes to show how a 

decade has revolutionised the fashion industry. Check out your favourite and most 
relived trends.

CARDIGANS

Cardigans have held a soft spot in popular culture for a long 
time now. First stemmeing from the wool waistcoats of British 
officers, this silhouette was made popular by renowned Coco 
Chanel, who grew sick of putting on men’s sweaters and ruining 
her hairstyle in the process. Having gone through the fashion 
revolution, the cardigan is now chic when worn as a top, perfect 
to be paired with loose-fitted jeans for a casual look.

FISHNET TIGHTS

Adopted as a grunge-era accessory by the 90’s women, 
fishnet tights are now widely accepted for its understated 
nuanced effect. It can be worn under ripped jeans, as socks, 
or with dainty high heels.

CLAW CLIPS

Making up one of the few quintessential 90’s fashion, the claw 
clips have re-emerged, starting with Alexander Wang’s F/W 
18 New York Fashion Week show, in which custom and 
impossibly chic claw hair clips adorned the heads of many 
of the models on the runway. Used quite consistently by Bella 
Hadid, the claw clips help her achieve her signature slicked-
back hairstyle. 

Now More Stylish Than Ever

CAT-EYE SUNGLASSES

The cat-eye sunglasses trend is making a comeback too. The 
feminine and flattering shape adds a touch of sophistication to 
any look.

FANNY PACKS

Fanny packs might have borne the brunt of many fashion 
jokes, but in the ’90s, it was the go-to bag that you just strap 
on. Fanny packs of today are brilliant and beautiful, taking 
the fashion accessory market by storm. The belt bag has been 
reinvented for the new season and Jean Paul Gaultier showed 
a subtler take for its Spring 2020 couture collection, combining 
the plush pillow-bag shape with a discreet belt design. 
Jacquemus’s Fall 2020 show had a few different waist bags on 
display, including neutral-toned billfold, body bag, and coin 
purse designs. 

SLIP DRESSES

Delicate slip dresses were a thing of the 90’s, worn by the 
likes of Kate Moss and Courtney Love.  Today, everyone from 
Hailey Baldwin to Emily Ratajkowski are fans of the style, 
easily worn under an oversized blazer or over a T-shirt—
another very ’90s look.

HIGH-WAISTED MOM JEANS

Remember when your mom used to wear 
classic Levi’s jeans with buttons instead 
of a zipper, loose-tappered and high-
waisted? Well, it’s back and better than 
ever. Brands such as Vêtements, the 
Parisian underground collective turned 
game-changing fashion powerhouse, have 
heralded the return of true denim.

SHEER DRESSES

Highly popularised by Kate Moss who 
wore an iconic sheer dress in 1993. 
The sheer trend made history and seems 
to be making a comeback this decade, 
evident in Brandon Maxwell’s legendary 
look for his Fall 2020 collection during 
the NYFW in February. The dress is 
alluring, sensual and very trendy. 

BIKE SHORTS

Bike shorts caused quite the stir when 
they first hit the runway again a few 
years back, with fashion girls all over the 
world embracing the controversial trend. 
Its growing popularity only goes to show 
that this spandex athleisure wear is here 
to stay. Made popular again by Kim 
Kardashian and Off-White, with the right 
pairing, like an oversized blazer or white 
blouse, you’re good to go.  
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HANGING ON

BY AGNES AUI

Learn to accessorise with these 
types of necklaces

There’s truly no better way to complete an outfit than to add on the right type of necklace and watch 
as your OOTD (outfit of the day) turns you from plain jane to upcoming fashion icon. Finding the 
right necklace to match an outfit can be challenging, though. And in keeping with our fashion 

issue, we’ve compiled the ideal necklace cheat sheet just for you:

Layered necklace

Layered necklaces consist of two to five 
strands of statement pieces that come 
in different lengths. The strands are all 
attached to one clasp, making it easy 
and convenient for the wearer. A layered 
necklace typically includes plain chains of 
silver or gold and small pendants. If you’re 
wondering when and how to accessorise 
with a layered necklaces try wearing it 
with a v-neck or a sundress. One thing’s 
for sure, this necklace will add a touch of 
bohemian vibe to any outfit.

Choker necklace

When you think of choker 
necklaces, you would 
immediately reminisce 
about the 90's and early 
2000s. You’d probably also 
remember the time when 
Paris Hilton wore a three-
inch Swarovski choker on 
her 21st birthday in 2002. 
If you’re fond of the edgy 
look, a choker is the perfect 
accessory for you. iT can be 
worn with any top or dress 
that isn't a turtleneck. You 
can also opt for the classic 
black choker or gold chain 
choker for something more 
chic

Dainty necklace

When we think of dainty 
necklaces, we think of 
versatility and sentiment. Truly 
there’s no other necklace 
more versatile and holds more 
sentiment than a dainty one. 
These necklaces are tiny and 
often carry pendants with 
symbols, crystals, letters or 
numbers. They are also often 
given as gifts on birthdays or 
wedding anniversaries ( where 
the sentimental value comes 
from). A dainty necklace can 
be worn with any outfit but 
shines best with a casual look.

Pearl necklace

Just like diamonds, pearls are also 
a girl’s best friend. The typical pearl 
necklace features white pearls that are 
beaded from one end of the clasp to the 
other. However, there are many different 
designs of pearl necklaces nowadays like 
the single pearl necklace, hand-crocheted 
wirework pearl necklace and the coloured 
pearl bead necklace. No matter the 
design, pearl necklaces are the ideal 
pairing for dinner dresses and gowns, 
adding that classic touch. 

Statement necklace

Evening dinners and events 
often call for statement 
necklaces, as gowns and 
dresses tend to be plain and 
classy. The good thing is, 
statement necklaces come 
in all shapes, sizes, designs 
and colours so you’ll never 
run out of options to choose 
from. When accessorising with 
statement necklaces, try pairing 
them with something sleeveless 
or low-cut. This ensures that 
the necklace sits in the limelight 
and compliments your outfit.
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Kanteen, burrowed in the exclusive 
neighbourhood of Mont Kiara is not 
your average cafeteria, rather, it is 

a contemporary restaurant that doles out 
comforting Asian and Western delights 
that hit all the right spots. Gleaming with 
freshness and finesse, is an all-black, sleek 
interior embellished with neon lights, a cool 
1950’s-inspired bar and a display of bulbs 
and mirrors that become the restaurant. 

Seeking refuge from the sultry weather, we 
first quench our thirst with the refreshing 
Matcha Latte and Butterfly Pea Lemon Mint 
Cooler which changes colour upon mixing 
lemon in. Then, a flow of Kanteen Mont 
Kiara’s bestselling dishes begin to pour in, 
commencing with the Chicken Satay and 
Penang Chicken Lobak. The former, features 
fresh, plump and tender chicken meat aligned 
neatly on skewers, paired with homemade 
‘kuah kacang’. Eat it while it’s still hot to 
appreciate the satay. On the other hand, the 
Penang Chicken Lobak follows the flavours 
of authentic lobak, the kind made by your 
mother or grandmother — utterly addictive.

Palates now whet, we are ready for the mains. 
The adventure starts with the Fish and Chips. 
With an Australian perch fillet as the star 

KANTEEN
of the show, it becomes clear this is not 
your average fish and chips. A side of 
tartar sauce, salad and fries are served 
to bolster the flavour of the sea and 
supplement the lightly-flavoured fish.

Next is the Nasi Lemak Ayam Rempah, 
a Malaysian staple and favourite. 
Replacing the nasi lemak for brown 
rice, one can also expect flavours of 
sweet and spicy to form the full-bodied 
sambal, only complemented by perfectly 
seasoned chicken, infusing a richness 
and indulgence into this dish. 

If you’re a creature of comfort who love 
familiar flavours, you would appreciate 
the Ginger Seabass — a lusciously 
savoury punch best appreciated with 
rice. Brimming with Chinese influence, 
the sea bass is steamed till tender, then 
bathed in soy-sauce-based broth and  
layered with garlic, bird’s eye chilli and 
finally, coriander for garnish. This sea 
bass is pure pleasure.

After-meal dessert is always a delight, 
so we dug into the must-try Strawberry 
Cream Waffle. Like a magnificent 
mammoth it arrives, giving a peak at 

the strawberries, whipped cream and vanilla ice 
cream inside. The waffle is crispy on the outside 
and oh so tender inside, interplaying beautifully 
with the cream and maple syrup. Alternatively, 
the Pandan Cheesecake hits all the right spots, 
every mouthful creamy yet light at the same time. 

Kanteen Mont Kiara, 28, Jalan Kiara, Mont Kiara, 50480 
Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-6206 2017
*Asian-Western cuisine *Casual dining (pork-free)

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

The Resort Cafe

The Resort Café at Sunway Resort Hotel & 
Spa lends solace and excitement in the 
midst of a pandemic through its Tiki-Licious 

Sunday Brunch, where guests are transported 
to a Luau-inspired set-up complete with staff 
dressed in Hawaiian and Mexican outfits and 
island music playing in the background to get 
you in the mood. Presented in a buffet-to-you 
manner, guests can expect a festive, fun and 
vibrant environment. 

Guests can rest assured knowing that the 
establishment practises the “Sunway Safe 
Stay” programme, an initiative by Sunway 
Hotels & Resorts set on five pillars of safety 
and hygiene, comprising almost 30 protocols. 
The gastronomic journey begins with starters, 
where Caesar Salad and condiments are 
tossed in a large Cheese Wheel — this paints 
a picture of the seductive flavours to be 
experienced. Then, choose from a choice of 
Chinese Double-boiled soup or Western Soup 
of the day to whet your palate.

The Doodle for Noodles station that features 
homemade hand-pulled noodle ‘La Mian’ or 

Complement the experience with quirky 
mocktails such as the Babalu Tai, a refreshing 
concoction of lemon and orange with local 
asam boi and the Aloha Sunshine with 
cranberry and lemon juice topped with ginger 
ale. Tiki Colada containing pineapple juice 
and coconut cream will bring fond memories 
of the sun, sea and sand, and lastly, the Virgin 
Samoan Margarita of icy-cool blended lime, 
garnished with cubed apples and oranges.

The Resort Cafe @ Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa, 
Persiaran Lagoon, Bandar Sunway, 47500 Subang 
Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: +60 3 7495 2000

Pasta will satiate you. Alternatively, Asian 
favourites such as the Steamed Dumplings, 
Chee Cheong Fun, Steamed Rice with 
Salted Fish, Chicken and Bamboo Briyani, 
Teppanyaki and Maki Rolls will tantalise your 
tastebuds. Continue the revelry in Panini with 
a selection of fillings and Mexican snacks 
including Nachos and Quesadillas, while 
the World of Skewers has a variety of grilled 
meat including the much-loved Satay, Turkish 
Kebab, Balinese Satay Lilit and not forgetting 
the restaurant’s signature – Churrasco. 

For familiarity, flavoursome Duck or Chicken 
Rice is a good choice and the restaurant’s 
signature Fish Head Curry with Paratha, 
delicious Korean-style Fried Chicken & 
Pancake hit all the right, comforting spots. 
For the little ones, the aptly titled Kids R’ Us 
serves Chicken Nuggets, Sandwiches and 
Churros. The Rise and Shine station offers 
cooking Eggs the way you like them enjoyed 
with a variety of fresh pastries and lastly, 
refreshing desserts like Ais Kacang, Cendol, 
Tropical Soft Serve and Mocktails seal the 
journey on a sweet note.  

Tapas

Sushi
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Following the success of its recent hit buy-1-free-1 Omakase, 
the esteemed restaurant presents the Nobu Kuala Lumpur 
Omakase For Two. A new and improved Omakase offering 
premium ingredients and delectable dishes that guests can 
enjoy from Aug 8 to Sept 30, at only RM398++ per person. 

Patrons can relish in the likes of Grilled Prime Aged Ribeye, 
foie gras and oysters at an irresistible price. This curated five-
course meal will take guests on a journey of indulgence and 
flavours starting with a Moriawase to awaken the palate. This 
consists of succulent serving of oysters drizzled with caviar, 
the delicate and buttery Scallop with Foie Gras and mouth-
watering cuts of Chu Toro with Wasabi Salsa. 

The fluid flow of dishes is continued by the Chef Selection 
Assorted Sushi, a favourite amongst guests, meticulously 
handpicked from Nobu Kuala Lumpur’s wide selection by Chef 
Chico. Then comes something heftier, the main course. Revel 
in the simple yet scrumptious flavours of the Steamed Snapper 
with Black Bean Sauce that just melts in the mouth. The pièce 
de résistance of the Omakase is the Grilled Prime Aged 
Ribeye that’s aged for 150 days, giving it a knife-through-
butter texture paired perfectly with the sharp savoury notes of 
Goma (white sesame seeds) truffle sauce, complementing the 
earthy flavour ever so beautifully. Sweet ending comes in the 
form of the rich and creamy Nobu Style Cheese Cake with 
Wild Berries Compote.

Nobu Kuala Lumpur, Menara 3 Petronas, Persiaran KLCC, 
Kuala Lumpur City Centre, 50088 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03 21645084
*Japanese cuisine *Fine dining (pork-free)

Nobu Kuala Lumpur
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

In keeping with the greenery outside, Jibby by the Park’s 
interior is embellished with ubiquitously placed plants, 
including the likes of ferns and monsteras. Reminiscent of a 
contemporary glasshouse, this restaurant is a juxtaposition 
of modern and vintage features and furnishings — from 
high ceilings and vintage glass panes to its cascading 
chandelier and vintage lounge chairs.

With a menu that offers a meld of Asia and the Antipodes’ 
best, there is something to suit every palate. Sunday 
brunches call for the Jibby Big Breakfast — a plate 
featuring indulgent artisan chicken sausages, beef bacon, 
mushroom, sautéed kale and onion, falafel hash brown, 
roasted tomato and a slice of sourdough bread alongside 
your choice of egg. 

Take a walk on the healthy side with the Crispy Shredded 
Duck and Watermelon Salad, a refreshing dish that sees a 
medley of rocket leaves, mint, Kyuri cucumber, avocado, 
cheese, crispy pita, feta cheese and a drizzle of yuzu 
vinaigrette for harmony. Utterly delicious and satiating. 

From the mains, the 300gm Murray Pure Ribeye 
accompanied by Greek fries and barbecue chilli jam 
might strike your fancy. On the other hand, for a taste of 
familiarity, the Ayam Bakar Madu or Tiger Prawn Wok-
Fried Spaghetti is reminiscent of a good hawker stall. Save 
room for desserts because the Jibby by the Park Berry 
Pavlova Ice Cream and Beignet are worth every calorie.

Jibby by the Park, FF-17, The Waterfront, 5, 
Persiaran Residen, Desa Parkcity, 
52200 Kuala Lumpur

Jibby by the Park
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

An extension to the neighbourhood friendly feel, Underscore Coffee flaunts an 
inviting façade with its simplistic yet contemporary décor, with the smell of its 
coffee enticing you to push your way through its doors. One of the pillars of 
Underscore Coffee is its name, where a large emphasis is placed on serving 
the best tasting coffee. 

Its standout coffee is the Everyday Blend which starts from coffee beans sourced 
from Brazil and Colombia. With a darker roast of the coffee beans, the blend 
of beans used here gives an end result of roasted nuts, dark cherry and dark 
chocolate as the underlying notes come with every sip. The Seasonal Coffee 
takes on a different body of flavours, where the underlying notes are much 
sweeter and citrusy, with hints of strawberry and blueberry — characteristics 
of the coffee beans from Costa Rica and Las Lajas. 

The appeal of Underscore Coffee’s fare lies in its simplicity and homey 
flavours. This is evident in Boss’s Eggs on Toast — a humble-looking dish that 
reveals butteriness and complexity from the egg, truffle oil and sourdough 
toast. For something wholesome and nourishing, we would suggest the 
Granola Bowl. Crafted from home-baked granola, a medley of fresh fruits, 
toasted coconut flakes and milk on the side, you know you’re feeding your 
body with goodness and deliciousness. Finally, be sure to order the Duck and 
Ham pancake — a dish that teases the palate with notes of sweetness from 
the honey and savoury from the duck and chicken ham cooked with egg. 
Scrumptious!

 31, Jalan PJU 1a/20a, Ara Damansara, 47301 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7499 0011
*Brunch fare *Casual dining (pork-free)

An Australian-inspired café that offers brunch items by day, by night, 
Superfine KL doles out global flavours on a platter, meant for sharing. 
The restaurant’s dinner menu is intriguing, inviting vegans and and 
meat eaters alike to enjoy ITS variety of offerings in the fresh, fun and 
contemporary dinner menu.

We start with something familiar and comforting — the Bacon Dumpling 
in Smoked Broth. Pork and bacon bits are tightly wrapped in a pouch, 
holding seductive and succulent flavours from an XO sauce reminiscent 
of the Japanese gyoza. These dumplings are then surrounded by a 
moat of lightly smoked bacon dashi broth that complements the wantan 
perfectly. 

The phrase, ‘Don’t judge a book by it’s cover, doesn’t ring any truer 
when it comes to the Roasted Cauliflower with Salsa Verde. This vegan, 
Mediterranean dish turns out to be the highlight of our meal, exuding 
a harmony of robust flavours and crunch. Steaks of cauliflower are 
charred on a charcoal grill and seasoned with Za’atar spice — a blend 
of savoury dried herbs and drizzled with salsa verde. The final touch 
includes toasted pistachio nuts and pomegranate. 

Another good meat option is the Piri Piri Chicken, beaming with Spanish 
influence. Three large boneless chicken is prepared sous vide in a spicy 
Portuguese-style rub lends tenderness to the meat. This is then char-
grilled and finished with a rustic lemony Piri-Piri sauce for balance, and 
served alongside burnt corn seasoned with chilli-lime salt and shaved 
parmesan. Such a brilliant execution of flavours is experienced here. 

5a, Jalan 17/1, Seksyen 17 46400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7625 7715
*International cuisine *Casual dining (non-halal)

 Superfine KL

Underscore Coffee
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
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From a gym café founded in 2002 
in Shanghai, China, Element Fresh 
has come a long way; now with 

over 40 restaurants across China and a 
new franchise in Pavilion Kuala Lumpur. 
The fundamentals of Element Fresh lie 
in creating great tasting dishes with a 
nourishing slant.

This hidden gem is Pavilion’s newest and 
interesting restaurant, alluring with its rose 
gold walls, bronze furnishings that add 
a rustic charm while booth-style seating 
contributes to the the overall experience. 

With the philosophy that “great taste 
makes eating right easy”, the restaurant 
believes that a healthy lifestyle starts with 
eating right. True to its name, each dish 
is carefully planned, starting with fresh 
and premium-quality ingredients available 
in the market, topped off with relentless 
attention to detail. 

The menu at Element Fresh is extensive — 
offering over 100 of the best dish honed 
successfully in China for 18 years, ranging 
from breakfast, starters, soup, salads, 
pastas, steak and grill, vegan items and 
dessert. You’d also find that the dishes 
here take inspiration from across globe, 
spanning Mexico, Morocco, Rome to Ho 
Chi Minh City. Most sauces, dressings and 
marinates are made in-house and keeping 
to their healthy motto, no MSG is added to 

My Element Fresh, Lot 
C3.03, Level 3, Pavilion KL, 
55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: +603-2110 5661

in chipotle BBQ sauce, topped with grilled 
pineapple, pickled carrots and finished off 
with a chimichurri ranch sauce. 

Black Mussels in Fruity Fish Stock is 
one made for sharing. This interesting 
dish strays away from the usual mussel 
preparation, featuring sautéed black 
mussels in cointreau and orange-flavoured 
fish broth which blankets the taste of the 
sea from the mussels and balances it with 
freshness. 

From the mains, the Oven Roasted Cod 
Fish will tantalise your tastebuds with its 
tender, melt-in-the-mouth texture, only 
complemented by tanginess from the 
orange peel and balsamic reduction 
marination. It is oven roasted, served 
with sautéed snow peas, barley, baby 
mushroom and a fruity yet spicy orange 
sauce.

Keep some space for dessert because 
you would want to try their Warm Bread 
Pudding, made from buttery challah 
bread, with dried cranberries and white 
chocolate. A moat of raspberry sauce 
surrounds the bread pudding and perched 
atop is a dollop of vanilla ice cream and 
caramel. The Homemade Rice Pudding is a 
wonderful choice too, boasting jasmine rice 
steamed in milk with vanilla-infused cream, 
salted caramel and dried cranberries. 

The incredible mains at Mr Chew’s Latino Bar
Delicious sweet delights

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

My Element Fresh
Nourishing and Fulfilling

their dishes.

Start your meal with the salad, namely the 
Moroccan Spiced Chicken With Bulgar 
Wheat. Beaming with Moroccan influence 
and wholesomeness, this warm, fulfilling 
salad comes with grilled chicken breast 
marinated in Rasel hanout spices for a 
subtle introduction of earthiness, served 
with mixed lettuce, garbanzo beans, kale, 
carrots marinated in turmeric, grilled apple, 
grilled red pepper, mint, almond and finally 
drizzled with a citrus yoghurt dressing. This 
is the epitome of a well-balanced meal, 
both nourishing and scrumptious. 

Another tempting choice is the Garden 
Grilled Salad, a bountiful assortment of 
grilled and roasted vegetables – artichokes, 
tomatoes, red peppers, summer squash and 
roasted marinated potatoes over mixed 
lettuce and arugula, garnished with hard 
boiled egg, walnuts, balsamic glaze and 
red wine vinaigrette. If you think you won’t 
be satiated from this bowl of goodness, 
think again. 

For something light that works as a starter, 
the Tuna Fillet and Avocado Salsa is a good 
choice, gracing your palate with tropical 
flavours from the mango salsa, alongside 
tuna fillet with sesame and a wasabi mayo 
salad. Alternatively, travel to Mexico 
through the Chicken Tacos Diablo — an 
assemblage of crispy chicken thigh dressed 
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Shin Haru Tei Monroe KL
Shin Haru Tei, a cosy hideaway purveying Japanese 
street food is Jaya One’s well-kept secret. Following 
the ideology of Japanese simplicity, this eatery lends 
rigorous attention to quality and a stark simplicity in 
presentation with a focus on flavour. A love letter to 
the street food in Japan, Shin Haru Tei specialises in 
ramen and donburi, rendered with a Western-twist and 
contemporary flair. 

The secret to their irresistible ramen lies in the broth. 
Keeping to tradition, pork bones, trotters and skin 
are boiled for 12 hours to concoct a delectable and 
authentic broth — this forms the base for all the ramen 
renditions at Shin Harutei. The Tonkotsu Ramen comes 
highly recommended for its rich and flavourful soup, 
springy ramen and succulent chashu (Japanese pork 
belly).

For the adventurous, the Pesto Ramen is a sweet and 
savoury soup made from freshly blended basil and 
shoyu-pork broth. Garnished with chashu, seasoned 
egg, seaweed, black fungus and spring onion, this dish 
is refreshing and lighter in piquancy as well as texture, 
compared to the Tonkotsu.

Another source of comfort can be sought within a bowl 
of the Oyako Don or Gyu Don. The former,  Oyako 
Don comprises simmered chicken and runny egg laid 
on a bed of rice. Tender and fulfilling is how we would 
describe this bowl. The latter, Gyu Don on the other 
hand, is much-deserved indulge, crafted with Australian 
strip loin meat that is so tender, it melts in the mouth. 
Comfort seekers and foodies alike can drop by Shin 
Haru Tei for a tantalising treat.

Shin Haru Tei, 69-P1, Block D, Jaya One, Jalan Universiti, 46200 
Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7931-9733
*Japanese cuisine *street food (non-halal)

Taking inspiration from the Brooklyn diners of the 1950’s 
— not the commercialised Johny Rockets kind, but the 
neighbourhood ones, Monroe KL inspires one to tread in, 
sit at the counter, order a cup of coffee and eggs to one’s 
preference. This is where coffee and comfort fare meet.

To start, a gutsy and intriguing Lavender Earl Grey Salmon 
Croissant appeared, featuring a delicious earl grey tea-
cured salmon enveloped by Emmental cheese and pickled 
onions, sandwiched in a butter croissant with scrambled 
free range eggs. No flavour overpowered the other here, 
presenting a harmony of piquancy. 

The boisterous Big Breakfast is available for all-day 
indulgence, boasting free-range eggs served either fried 
or scrambled, accompanied by slivers of beef bacon, 
heirloom tomatoes, baked beans, crispy herb roasted 
potatoes, brioche and market salad. The velvety flavour 
of the baked beans lingers while there is a satisfying 
crispness from the herb-roasted potatoes. One can discern 
the rigorous attention to quality and presentation. 

Seekers of the highest order of comfort can gravitate 
towards the Prawn Aglio Olio — a plateful of tagliatelle 
pasta tossed with crisp garlic chilli blend, fresh herbs 
and topped with bountiful Tiger prawns and shavings of 
parmesan cheese — sublime. 

Monroe KL, 227, Jalan Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: +603-2772-1313

When you think of Old Klang Road, you think of busy streets and 
parking spaces that are almost always never empty. But little did 
you know the existence of Littlepeople, a minimalistic and light-filled 
space that instantly attracts you in for a meal. 

Aside from great coffee, Littlepeople offers mostly pasta. The in-
house handmade pasta ranges from spaghetti to tagliatelle and 
even conchiglie, shaping warm and comforting dishes. The pesto 
tagliatelle with pine nuts is a delightful balance of sharp, fresh notes 
of basil and nuttiness of parmesan and olive oil. For something 
Asian, try the oyako don with pesto sauce, where flavours of soy 
and pesto marry in harmony. 

Instagrammable desserts here also attract crowds, especially those 
with a penchant for aesthetics. Sweet treats like earl grey chiffon 
cake with boba, matcha burnt cheesecake and hojicha burnt 
cheesecake are a definite delight. We recommend the matcha one 
that’s served with Niko Neko matcha sauce. If you’re not much 
of a cake person then try the modish soft serves from the Rabbit 
Softserve bar stationed in the cafe. 

Littlepeople *pork-free *Casual dining
G-01, Avantas Residences 162, Jalan Klang Lama, 58200 Kuala Lumpur
03-7971 9209

‘Lineage’ means the direct descent from an ancestor, which also means 
ancestry or pedigree. And as I walked into the tranquillity of LI Restaurant 
that night, I got to experience the Lineage menu that was nothing short of 
stunning.

To start, I had the tomato umai, pickled shallot and Thai basil that were a 
melodious symphony of tangy and fresh alongside silky cured fish. The pork 
dumplings were inspired by a Malaysian favourite, pan mee, and featured 
ikan bilis dashi and scallion oil that added the slightest touch of heat. The 
dumplings included bacon bits, elevating their texture to another level.

For mains, I had a vegetarian dish inspired by tandoori chicken which I 
thought was intriguing. Slices of pumpkin were marinated in tandoori spices 
and roasted, while smoked yoghurt and pumpkin seeds complemented the 
pumpkin. But what fascinated me most was the use of soy sauce as seasoning 
in both the smoked yoghurt and pumpkin seeds, giving them that umami 
goodness.

Next was the beef dendeng, a dish inspired by those served from Indonesian 
warongs. In the restaurant’s own version, perfectly cooked flank steak was 
accompanied by charred onions, resulting in tender and succulent bites 
alongside hints of fresh onions. 

Ending the night on a sweet and tangy note, I had the Pun’s yoghurt sorbet 
and sourdough apam balik that were both unique and delicious. And as I 
bid farewell to my night at LI Restaurant, I was already blocking out dates 
for my next visit.

LI Restaurant *Asian cuisine *fine-dining *non-halal 
47, Jalan SS 22/23, Damansara Jaya, 47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
011-2366 5358w

 LI Restaurant
BY AGNES AUI

BY AGNES AUI

 Littlepeople
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Muse Eatery

RAGE

In today’s technology-savvy society, aesthetics are 
key elements in picture taking. At Muse Eatery, 
you’ll get the best of both worlds with delectable 
dishes and instagrammable interior. Other than 
that, this cafe also serves the viral white rabbit 
bubble tea, so look no further.

Western and Asian fusion cuisine surrounds the 
cafe, with various dishes established from one key 
ingredient. For example, the shrimp paste is used to 
build multiple items on the menu like the har jiong 
chicken wings, har jiong chicken chop and har 
jiong kai (chicken) burger. Besides that, the cafe 
also serves many other dishes such as masala lamb 
burger, cheese grill mini lobster, chicken hamburg 
steak, pan-seared sea bass fillet and grilled salmon 
steak. So rest assured that you’ll not run out of 
options when dining at Muse Eastery.

Drinks are also an endless variety of choices that 
are perfect for a sunny day. You can choose from 
mocha blended, chocolate blended, houjicha 
blended, espresso blended or even the Malaysian 
favourite Milo kaw kaw blended. Of course, don’t 
leave without trying the white rabbit bubble milk 
tea that’s made from a classic childhood candy. 

Muse Eatery 
*Western and Asian fusion cuisine *halal
B-G-7, Happy Mansion Block B, Jalan 17/13, Jalan, 
Seksyen 17, 46400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
012-911 6028

We’re pretty sure you’ve seen your friends 
posting boomerangs on Instagram of a little pink 
takeaway cup containing coffee from RAGE. 
From what we know, it’s the best place for 
lactose-intolerants as choices of alternative milk 
are extensive and don’t cost extra. Nevertheless, 
RAGE has some cheeky specialty drinks beyond 
just coffee. Unconventional pairings hit the 
spotlight, like matcha and assam in one of the 
drinks. But there are familiar flavours too, like 
the Milo Espresso “Dino” that screams nostalgia.

Matcha is sourced from Niko Neko and we 
strongly recommend for you to try the Matcha 
Gula Melaka where earthy matcha is paired 

with rich coconut milk and flavoured with just 
the right amount of sweetness. The Matcha 
My Assam is a unique and delightful marriage 
featuring a nice contrast of flavours between 
salty assam boi and bold matcha.

For savoury bites, order the chilli pan mee or 
sambal aglio e olio to spice things up. You 
can also opt for classic favourites like the 

chicken avocado sandwich and egg mayo 
sandwich if you’re looking for something with 
less heat. 

However, there’s no need to walk away from 
the comfort of your office or home as you 
can order directly via the RAGE app and 
have it delivered to your doorstep. And in our 
opinion, it’s truly the perfect service for a time 
like this. 

RAGE Bangsar
Menara Uoa Bangsar, Unit LGF-3A, No 5, Jalan 
Bangsar Utama 1, Bangsar, 59000 Kuala Lumpur

Gooddam

Awesome 
Canteen

BY AGNES AUI

BY AGNES AUI

Located at The Hub in SS2 is Gooddam, a 
modern Italian-inspired restaurant. When 
visiting Gooddam, you will experience 
elements of nature like the flow of water 
surrounding the restaurant and stone-grey 
walls.

To start, try the beef tartare that was 
sprouting a field of green ulam leaves. Most 
if not all of the restaurant’s dishes are a 
marriage between Northern Italian cuisine 
with local palates, like the pearl rice risotto 
with clams and red snapper sashimi. Ideal 
for those who favours spice, the drizzles of 
Szechuan chilli oil perfectly cuts through the 
heaviness of the risotto. 

If you’re looking for a sanctuary that celebrates 
bonding over good food, then find yourself at 
Awesome Canteen, a warm oasis located in 
Taman Paramount. 

Meet the perfect marriage of Italian and Asian 
flavours in the suzuki curry risotto. This dish 
features smoky roasted bok choy alongside 
sea bass that’s been seared to a crisp while 
its flesh remains moist and silky. Altogether, the 
dish is a beautiful symphony that we love and 
recommend.

No cafe is complete without pasta, and the must-
try pasta dish here is the fettuccine pomodoro. 
But wait, don’t forget to try it in ‘Diane’s style’. 
Diane Ong is the managing director of the 
cafe and to honour her, the chef incorporated 
her style of eating the dish (which is to add a 
few bird’s eye chillies) for customers. Atop the 
fettuccine are pieces of grilled chicken coated 
in the cafe’s special herb mix, adding another 
flair of element to the already divine fare.

Cutting carbs can be a feat here with the 
paleo grilled chicken breast. Not only is the 
protein portion generous, but it also comes 
with a side salad of sengkuang, wakame and 
pomegranate. Succulent bites are filled with 
savoury, sweet and tangy profiles from the 
homemade salad dressing and black sesame 
sauce, making it the ideal after-workout meal.

Awesome Canteen 
*Western Asian fusion cuisine *pork-free
19, Jalan 20/13, Taman Paramount, 46300 Petaling 
Jaya, Selangor
03-7865 8048

Another must-try dish is the glazed pork 
ribs, beautifully decorated with fermented 
blueberries, tiny balls of buckwheat puff 
and prying fennel flowers. It’s a plate where 
disintegrating meat met the crunchiness of 
silky white lotus root slices. 

For dessert, expect unconventional (almost 
odd) creations like mascarpone ice cream 
drizzled with sweet basil oil, grilled 

pineapple granite with miso caramel and 
Damak chocolate ice cream with braised pear 
and keluak powder. Though unusual, it tasted 
delightful and it’s desserts like these that prove 
the sky’s the limit when it comes to creativity.

Gooddam *Italian cuisine *non-halal
Lot B-G-07, The HUB SS2, 19 Sentral, Jalan Harapan, 
Seksyen 19, 46300 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
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Blonde

Transparent 
Coffee

BY AGNES AUI

BY AGNES AUI

Encrypted in Blonde is the word ‘elegance’ - 
from its interior and aesthetics to ingredients 
and presentation of dishes, everything is 
elevated to a whole new level. Ever since 
it opened, Blonde has been raved about 
throughout the city up to this day, and it’s 
not only because of the picture-worthy 
ambience but also the delectable creations 
too. 

The restaurant’s menu is an extensive array 
of choices. If you’re there first thing in the 
morning, try dishes from the breakfast 
section like the ‘big breakfast’ featuring 

A few doors down from Lisette’s cafe and 
bakery is Transparent Coffee, a tranquil spot 
that serves great coffee and food during the 
day before it turns into a hip and popular bar 
at night, known as Coley cocktail bar. It may 
be a challenge to find this hidden cafe but trust 
us when we say, the effort will be worth it once 
you’ve found the spot. 

To give you a little hint, the cafe’s front porch 
is filled with endless varieties of greenery that 
are both potted and hanging from the ceiling. 
So plant lovers can rejoice. As you enter the 
cafe, you’ll spot the iconic ring archway that 
leads you right into the heart of the cosy haven. 

The notable thing about Transparent Coffee is 
the fact that it is the first cafe where the beans 
are sourced directly from the producers. Just 
remember to order from the filter menu as 
that’s where the coffee beans shine most. 

Nevertheless, coffee isn’t the only thing you 
can find over here as Transparent Coffee also 
serves toasts, tartines and sandwiches. We 
recommend the muscovado sugar toast, hojo 
wild honey toast, mushroom tartine, chicken 
liver pate tartine, three-cheese sandwich, and 
the chicken and aubergine sandwich. Pair 
these with a hot cup of coffee and you’re good 
to go.

Transparent Coffee
6-G, Jalan Abdullah, 
Bangsar, 59000 Kuala Lumpur
014-333 4521

artisanal grilled chicken sausage, maple 
beef bacon, Swiss mushroom, sauteed kale 
and potato croquette. 

For something heavier, get the pasta dishes 
that are made with high-grade ingredients 
like the squid ink spaghetti with hokkaido 
scallop, aglio olio linguine with tiger 
prawns or spaghetti with roasted duck 
breast. Steaks are also available here with 
options like Australian grain-fed ribeye on 
the bone or the 300 gm angus strip loin. 

End your meal on a sweet note by trying 
the chef’s deconstructed pavlova for two, an 
exciting dish that’s served right on your table. 
Watch as the chef builds your dessert right 
before your eyes as it turns into the prettiest 
dessert you’ll ever indulge in. 

Blonde *Western cuisine *halal
G.03A, Republik, Jalan Medan Setia, Bukit 
Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur
03-2011 6070
012-238 7185

Quan’s Kitchen
Of refined elements

BY AGNES AUI

Three minutes away from Petaling Street is Quan’s Kitchen, an 
elegant and opulent restaurant serving Asian and Western 
creations. Step into it and admire the oriental interior alongside 

a view of the Kuala Lumpur city skyline before settling down to 
indulge in its offerings.

In order to adapt to the current novel coronavirus situation, Quan’s 
Kitchen is introducing tits latest menu, Nourish, and is also available 
for takeaway or delivery. Diners can choose from seven Asian meals, 
seven Western meals or customise their very own meal. 

We recommend the pan-seared salmon or the pan-seared sea bass, 
both are seared to perfection. Listen to the tingling sound of crusty 
salmon skin as you cut through the meat like butter. The salmon was 
juicy, flaky and even glistened under the light - evidently proving the 
skills of the chef.

But the choices don’t just stop there, you can also try the dry rubbed 
crispy duck confit, 48-hour sous vide beef or the grilled ayam 
percik. To compliment your main protein, choose from 19 different 
sides including garlic fried rice, spring mixed salad, roasted root 
vegetables, caramelised rosemary potatoes, nicoise salad, kon loh 
noodles or poached kai lan. Portions here are not only generous but 
excel in taste and freshness too. So don’t be shy to go all out when 
choosing the sides.

For dessert, guests are given choices of banana cake, warm apple 
strudel, carrot cake, egg tart or sago pudding. Our personal 
favourites were the banana cake topped with caramelised banana 
and the carrot cake with sweet toffee icing on top. One thing’s for 
sure, a meal at Quan’s Kitchen will have you filled with love and 
craving for more. 

Quan’s Kitchen 
*Western cuisine *Asian cuisine *halal
No 2, Jalan Balai Polis, City Centre, 50000 Kuala Lumpur
03-2035 7333
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Skullduggery
BY AGNES AUI

For the longest time, hidden bars have been an in-
thing. There’s just something about intently searching 
for a bar and feeling like you’ve hit the jackpot when 
you’ve found it. So here’s another hidden treasure for 
you to find - Skullduggery. This earthy bar is located 
at the back lane of Plaza Damansara where you’ll be 
greeted with a costumed figure sporting a skull head. 

As you make your way into the bar, take in its elegant 
interior and warm vibes as you appreciate its music 
and crowd. For some cocktail recommendations, you 
can go for the Black Waters that’s a concoction of 
blanco tequila, seaweed agave, squid ink, lime juice 
and celery bitters. 

If you’re feeling frisky, try the Pear Pressure that 
features the bar’s homemade buttered calvados, 
crumble syrup, spiced pear liqueur, lemon juice and 
plum bitters or the Don’t Do Shrooms that’s a mix 
of truffle-infused vodka, cardamom milk jam, heavy 
cream and black hazelnut bitters. 

One thing’s for sure, Skullduggery’s creations are 
unconventional with ingredients like truffle-infused 
vodka, seaweed agave and cardamom milk jam, yet 
the flavours blend exceptionally well with each other. 

Skullduggery
2M Plaza Damansara, Jalan Medan Setia 2, Bukit Damansara, 
50490 Kuala Lumpur
014-629 2044

In the thriving nightlife district of Jalan Changkat, 
comes a true blue Spanish bar that is chic, cosy and 
cool. Beyond its leafy entrance, its raw and industrial 
interior is home to a myriad of unique Peruvian and 
Spanish tapas as well as fun cocktails.

Dust off the stress and fatigue of the day with a tipple 
like Pop and Rock and sway to the music by trendy 
DJs. Served in a collins glass, this tropical cocktail 
sees a medley of ingredients that include lemongrass, 
chilli, passion fruit syrup, vodka, calamansi juice, 
rockmelon cordial, chia seeds and soda. Refreshingly 
light, this beverage makes a great accompaniment to 
the Chicken Rolled Tacos or Patatas Bravas.

Another refreshing drink that suits the ladies is Bella 
Ciao, crafted from a mix of Aperol, lemon, raspberry, 
Crème de Mûre, Prosecco and soda. Easy, breezy 
and delicious, you can easily pair this cocktail with 
any item from the menu. P/s: Try out their Assorted 
Tapas Platter and enjoy this with the Pisco Cuzco, a 
zesty drink of Pisco as its base, elderflower syrup, 
grapes, lime juice, white wine and egg white. YUM!

Pisco Bar, 29, Jalan Mesui, Off Jalan Nagasari, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur.
Tel: 03 2142 2900

Looking for a place to appreciate the city skyline of 
Kuala Lumpur? Then pay a visit to Marini’s on 57, a 
rooftop bar featuring a 360-degree view where you 
can feast your eyes on the architecture of the Petronas 
Twin Towers and KL Tower. 

When it comes to standout drinks, this bar does it 
well. Take 57 Shades, of 57 for example, the cocktail 
is a mix of sous vide Mezcal with black glutinous rice, 
Pedro Xi menez-infused chamomile, beetroot syrup, 
coffee-pecan syrup and blackberry shrub. Rye Meets 
Honey is another favourite concoction of sous vide 
rye whiskey with honeydew, lime sorbet, apple juice, 
orange and beer reduction, and peychaud bitters.

Nevertheless, the bar also offers simpler drinks like the 
Rush Berry, a cocktail featuring anejo Tequila, lemon, 
raspberry basil syrup and orange bitters. The Mellow 
Sundown Cocktail is also a classic with ingredients 
such as barrel aged vodka, passionfruit purée, apple 
syrup, lime juice and pineapple juice. With endless 
options and a breathtaking view, Marini’s on 57 has 
got to be on your to-go list.

Marini’s On 57
57 Menara 3 Petronas Persiaran, Kuala Lumpur City Centre, 
50088 Kuala Lumpur
03-2386 6030

Marini’s On 57 
BY AGNES AUI

Pisco Bar
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

The Attic Bar
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

What started out as a backpacker’s bar has 
transformed into a rustic bar specialising in locally-
inspired cocktails — the pioneer in Chinatown. Its 
appeal lies in its stance as a rooftop bar besides 
itswonderful tipples and fare. To make your way here, 
follow the red lanterns and whiz your way up the 
vintage spiral stairway to heaven. 

The Asian theme persists in the likes of the Tuak 
Sangria, which as its name indicates, has a base of 
authentic Sarawak tuak, followed by apricot, orange, 
lime rose and pandan. Refreshing and fruity, this 
tipple is the perfect way to kickstart the evening. We 
would pair this with the Petai Chicken Kam Heong — 
a Malaysian twist to the Korean Fried Chicken that is 
robust in flavours and finger licking good. 

For something distinct and delectable, order the 
Cheesy-Jack — a concoction of jackfruit-infused gin, 
complemented by lemon, honey, mustard for tanginess 
and garnished with jackfruit cheesecake as foam. Its 
matrimony of sweet and sour makes it addictive and 
dangerously drinkable. We would pair the Cheesy-
Jack with the Chicken Katsu Bao, an unassuming dish 
packed with comforting flavours from the homemade 
char siew and curry mustard sauce. 

Packing a little heft and familiar flavours, Sloppy Joe’s 
Mutton Varuval Burger stood out for the mix of cubed 
mangoes into the varuval that lent a nice twang to 
balance the richness of the mutton. End the night with 
the Pomegranate Sour, a sweet ending owed to the 
pomegranate and raspberry syrup, with vermouth and 
gin.

3rd Floor, 15 Jalan Balai Polis Kuala Lumpur. 
Tel: +6012-393862
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Unlike the popular ramen, udon is unfortunately the underdog of Japanese noodles, not gaining as much 
appreciation or admiration like the former. The humble udon overflows with simplicity, its broth mildly 
flavoured, called kakejiru (comprising dashi, soy sauce and mirin) and served hot. As you salivate thinking 
about udon, we hope this handy-dandy list would help appease your hankerings.

Udon, The Underdog
Best Places to Enjoy Udon

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

KODAWARI MENYA UDON AND TEMPURA 

As indicated by its namesake, Kodawari Menya, hailing from 
Sanuki (a place most famous for the making of this delicious 
noodle) in Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan serves up hot, comforting 
bowls of udon, in both soup and dry versions. There’s no better 
place to experience authentic, true to taste udon as their noodle 
and dashi are both imported from Japan. For better health and 
well-being, they incorporate the breakthrough ingredient - ‘rare 
sugar’ into their udon, which makes it inviting and addictive. 

Lot B1-023A, Basement 1, Mytown, Jalan Cochrane, Seksyen 
90, Kuala Lumpur.

SANUKI UDON 

Hailed as one of the best places in Klang Valley to serve udon, 
Sanuki Udon has been tucked away in the neighbourhood of 
Taman Desa since its inception in 2009. This eatery’s pride and 
joy lies in two renditions of the udon — the Kakiage Udon and 
House Special with Egg Udon. Both homemade and crafted by 
Seiji Fujimoto himself on the daily, expect an al dente and slurpy 
noodle. The Kakiage Udon is garnished with strips of deep-fried 
mixed vegetables, a crunchy accompaniment to the dish. The 
House Special with Egg Udon was indeed as its name implies, 
special. Boasting simplicity at its best, this bowl is served merely 
with poached egg and scallions. 

9, Jalan Bukit Desa 5, Taman Bukit Desa, off Jalan Klang Lama 
58100 Kuala Lumpur.

MENYA ICHIYUTEI

Burrowed in Lot 10, Menya Ichiyutei doles out distinct udon 
items, vastly different from the regular Sanuki udon. Here, you 
can instead relish in authentic Fukuoka Hakata udon. This is 
traditionally indulged with a bowl of Japanese curry and soup, 
boasting rich, hearty flavours. The Hakata udon is handcrafted 
fresh every day by master craftsmen. To experience true 
authenticity, try their special creamy curry udon.

Unit P1-03, Level 4, Lot 10 Shopping Centre, 50250 Kuala 
Lumpur.

HANAMARU UDON

Another restaurant that originates from the Land of the Rising 
Sun is Hanamaru Udon  that makes its udon fresh at the 
restaurant daily. The broth imparts a flavourful aroma of dried 
kelp and sardines harvested from the tranquil oceans of Japan. 
It is topped off with Hanamaru’s original blend of soy sauce. 
Hanamaru’s signature beef udon and curry udon are some of 
the must-try dishes here. 

37, Lingkaran Syed Putra, Mid Valley City, 59200 Kuala 
Lumpur.

UDON-YA SAN

Beyond the humble-looking facade of Udon-ya San lies a 
minimalistic inner sanctum that is home to one of the best udons 
in Klang Valley. Tucked away in Pandan Indah, this restaurant 
proudly offers heart udon with crispy tempura that doesn’t 
burn a hole in your pocket. Prepared fresh and manually cut 
on the daily, you would notice that their noodles consists of 
uneven sizes and that are perfectly authentic. Offering an 
extensive menu, be sure to try the Kake Soup Udon, served 
with seaweed, scallions, fried tempura batter and soft-boiled 
egg. Alternatively, the Mentaiko Udon will win you over with its 
simplicity, featuring premium-quality cod fish roe, finely grated 
cucumber and seaweed flakes for garnish. Mix everything 
together to appreciate the creaminess. 

65, Jalan Pandan Indah 4/3A, Pandan Indah 55100 Kuala 
Lumpur. 
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Reflections of the Moon
Here’s Where To Get Your Mid-Autumn Mooncakes

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

VIBRANT MID-AUTUMN AT SHERATON 
PETALING JAYA

In honour of the Mid-Autumn festival, 
Sheraton Petaling Jaya has put together 
series of collection of  mooncake boxes that 
has the combination of vibrant Fuchsia and 
refreshing Tiffany Blue. Featuring three series 
– Peony, Plum Blossom and Tiffany Blossom, 
these boxes are specially designed for the 
festivities and is pretty as single purchase and 
functional when collected, as well as reusable 
for many occasions. Each deliciously beautiful 
box comes with four traditionally baked 
mooncakes – Pure Lotus Paste, White Lotus 
Paste with Single Yolk, Baked Pandan Paste 
with Single Yolk and Baked Red Bean Paste. 
Each of these sets is sold at RM138 with 20% 
discount offered for a single purchase and up 
to 30% when you purchase two boxes and 
more. Maximum discounts can be achieved 
by simply enrolling as a Marriott Bonvoy 
member and following the social media 
handles of Sheraton Petaling Jaya.

THE ST. REGIS KUALA LUMPUR’S CELESTIAL MOONCAKE 
TRUNKS

The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur’s celebrates this celestial season 
with traditional mooncakes available in the classic white 
lotus seed paste with single yolk and their signature 6.5-
inch super mooncake with 8 yolks, crafted from the finest 
of ingredients. Presented in beautiful mooncake trunks, it 
will be available in two designs, namely the Classic Trunk 
of Four and the Super Mooncake Trunk. An ode to Astor’s 
love for travel, each trunk is elegantly designed in red faux-
leather ornamented with vintage brass studs and a clasp, 
making each piece the perfect gift this Mid-Autumn festival. 
Designed in typical St.Regis elegance, the trunks come with 
versatility in mind and serve as a great place to store your 
treasured jewellery, toiletries, stationery and more. 

EQ CELEBRATES MID-AUTUMN FESTIVAL WITH CELESTIAL 
TREASURES

This Mid-Autumn festival, EQ presents the Celestial Treasures 
— a selection of lovingly hand-crafted mooncakes, comprising 
traditional favourites to six new delightful flavours of snow skin 
mooncakes made by Chef Tan Tzaan Ling, the hotel’s executive 
sous chef. Perfect for heartfelt reunions, gift giving occasions 
and personal indulgence, the mooncakes are available at 
Nipah until Oct 1, 2020. The delectable delights come in sets 
of either four or six pieces and are encased in elegant boxes 
with vibrant floral patterns to symbolise the joy of cherished 
gatherings this season. The two limited edition box sets can 
be doubled as elegant photo frames after disassembling. Chef 
Tan’s special mini snow skin mooncakes include White Lotus 
with Dried Fruit, Yuzu Pandan with Pumpkin Seeds, Taro with 
Red and Black Goji, Snow Skin Green Tea Red Bean with 
Mixed Nuts, Rose Lychee and the crowd favourite, Musang 
King Durian. These flavours are crafted to cater to both 
younger and older generations. 

MAKE MID-AUTUMN SPECIAL WITH FOUR SEASONS HOTEL KL

Celebrate precious relationships with handcrafted mooncakes 
from Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur. The Yun House presents 
a curated selection of intricately-designed mooncakes of unique 

flavours for celebrations with family and friends. Choose from an 
array of homemade Snow Skin Mooncakes, including indulgent 

flavours such as bird’s nest with almond cream, musang king 
durian and brandy chocolate, crafted under the expert eye of 

Chef Jimmy Wong. The Specialty Tea Mooncake is infused with 
the unique taste of Yun House’s signature tea blend. Baked 

Mooncakes are also on the menu, with coveted fillings such as 
pu er tea paste with tangerine skin, and all-time classics such 
as white lotus seed paste and red bean paste. Some varieties 
feature an egg yolk, a symbol of the harvest moon and a sign 

of good fortune. The mooncakes come in a custom gift box, 
available in single- and double-decker editions.
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A HEAVENLY MEDLEY OF MID-AUTUMN DELIGHTS AT LE MERIDIEN 
KUALA LUMPUR

Le Méridien Kuala Lumpur returns with an enthralling ensemble of 
luxuriously flavoured bite-size pieces of mooncakes. Take delight 
in the bold, indulgent flavours of traditionally baked mooncakes 
and alluring exquisite snow skin varieties with innovative fillings 
– a perfect pairing for the season that will add just the right 
amount of cheer to any joyful reunion. These treats are encased 
in a lavish, deep-red chest inspired by the mid-century vintage 
travelling trunks of yesteryear, the perfect opportunity to gift your 
loved ones and captivate hearts. The premium gift sets come 
equipped with a mirror, doubling up as a beautiful jewellery 
case. Fall head over heels with the classics such as the Pure White 
Lotus Paste with Single Yolk and Golden Pandan Paste with Single 
Yolk. Making an appearance this year are exciting new flavours, 
including Assorted Fruits and Nuts – a tasteful delight of almonds, 
walnuts, white sesame, red currants, melon seeds and zesty 
tangerine peel creating sensational texture and flavour; Hojicha 
Green Tea Lotus Paste – leaving one with the intense flavour of the 
aromatic roasted green tea; Red Bean Lotus Paste – crafted to suit 
contemporary palates, the delicate sweetness of fresh red bean 
paste is subtle and simple; and Pandan Lotus Mung Bean - best 
paired with a calming cup of chamomile tea.

SOFITEL KUALA LUMPUR DAMANSARA UNVEILS ITS 
2020 MOONCAKE COLLECTION

Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara has unveiled a 
collection of carefully-curated baked and snow skin 
mooncakes, presented in a luxurious box ahead of 
the 2020 Mid-Autumn festival. The mooncakes are 
beautifully encased in a specially designed leather 
box that can be converted into a wine box or 
display. Relish in an array of newly-introduced snow 
skin flavours such as Dragon Fruit with Blueberry 
Truffle that is set to win hearts with its refreshing 
combination of the fresh dragon fruit cubes and 
purée, and further enhanced with the sweetness 
from the blueberry truffle. Boasting a beautiful black 
and white canvas, the Black Charcoal with Cheese 
sees a generous cheese filling, a French twist to 
Chinese tradition. Featuring delicate whiff of coffee 
with rich buttercream, the Coffee Paste with Butter 
Cream is sure to deliver a silky mouthfeel. Another 
intriguing flavours is the Pumpkin with Chocolate 
Truffle. A mild touch of chocolate truffle brings 
out the bitterness which perfectly complements the 
sweet flavour of the pumpkin. With a keen focus 
on tradition, the hotel also presents its handcrafted 
selection of baked mooncakes that include all-time 
favourites such as Classic Red Bean Paste, Pure 
White Lotus, White Lotus with Double Egg Yolk, and 
Pandan Single Yolk. 
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AD 01 

Iam happy to report that the steady growth 
of our passenger and aircraft traffic reflects 
the confidence both local and international 

airlines have in increasing and recommencing 
their flights, especially at KL International 
Airport (KUL). Currently, we have 27 airline 
companies operating global routes to 30 
cities in 20 countries, with 14 of them making 
at least one weekly flight for repatriation 
purposes. These flights, including transit flight 
connections, translate to about 149 weekly 
flight frequencies at KUL. 

We have also witnessed an increase in cargo 
capacity by airlines. Besides the 20 freighter 
airlines operating in Malaysia that deliver 
cargo, our local carriers have converted 
the use of some of their passenger aircraft 
into cargo flights. We are optimistic that air 
travel will gradually regain its lost grounds as 
more than 30 foreign airlines have indicated 

they are keen to resume operations once the 
borders fully reopen. 

Civil Aviation Authority of Malaysia recently 
conducted calibration and inspection works to 
assess Runway 3’s infrastructure readiness and 
ensured that it met the international safety and 
regulatory guidelines for flight operations after 
we completed its rehabilitation works. Under 
phase two of our Runway Sustainability Master 
Plan, we will embark on the rehabilitation 
works for Runway 1 in November. I would 
like to emphasise that we do not compromise 
the safety and service delivery of our airport 
operations as we rehabilitate our runways or 
replace our assets.

As movement across international borders are 
still restricted, Malaysia Airports will continue 
and intensify efforts to promote domestic 
tourism in Malaysia, where we have seen a 

three-fold increase based on our latest July 
statistics. In this respect, in conjunction with 
the first-ever KLIA Crazy Sale held at our 
flagship airport, we and Tourism Malaysia 
had jointly organised the recent Cuti-Cuti 
Malaysia Mini Travel Fair aimed at boosting 
the demand for domestic travel and helping 
both the industry and retail partners overcome 
Covid-19’s impact. 

Our subsidiary Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA also 
joined in to offer guests to enjoy exclusive 
and unique airport experiences through 
their Airport Staycation package. I am 
proud that we are all doing our part to help 
revive the local businesses and have the 
airlines resuming more flights and routes to 
transport passengers and goods. Let us keep 
the Malaysia Boleh spirit flying high as we 
celebrate Malaysia Day on 16 September. 

Airport GCEO Speaks

A corporate leader with diverse experience,  
he is harnessing the latest technological 
advances to spur Malaysia Airports to greater 
heights as a smart aviation regional hub. 

This month, Dato’ Mohd Shukrie Mohd Salleh 
is elated as passenger and aircraft movements 
grow further in Malaysia alongside the 
increase in cargo capacity. Following the recent 
complete rehabilitation of its third runway,  
he shares the airport operator will proceed 
next with works being carried out on Runway 
1 soon in its efforts to maintain continuous 
safety of flight operations at its flagship 
airport. Domestic tourism promotions have 
also been initiated while aggressive cost 
containment measures continue to be adopted 
to combat the new coronavirus (Covid-19)  
at its airports.
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Amidst fears that the reopening of our 
borders will bring about another 
wave of the new coronavirus 

(Covid-19) hitting us, Malaysia has turned 
its attention to focus on strengthening its 
economy from within first. 

In fact, Malaysia Airports’ latest statistics for 
July shows that the domestic sector continuing 
to take the lead in the recovery in passenger 
movements, with 1.2 million passengers 
registered for the month for network of 
airports in the country.

With the average daily passengers jumping 
by more than two-fold over June’s daily 
passenger movements, the airport operator 
sees this growing demand trend as offering 
some optimism to the air travel industry after 
the Malaysian government lifted interstate and 
domestic travel restrictions on 10 June. 

With the latest filing by our local airlines 
showing flights resuming to Singapore from 
17 August and coupled with seasonal rise in 
passenger traffic movements expected to be 
repeated over the two long weekend breaks 
in the second half of August in conjunction 
with the Awal Muharam’s public holiday and 
Merdeka Day’s celebration, this will augur 
well for the passenger movements in August. 

AirAsia, which provides travel for essential 
business and official purpose between 
Malaysia and Singapore from August 17, was 

Tourism Selangor also recently launched 
its “Nak Bercuti? Pusing Selangor Dulu!” 
campaign, working closely with organisations 
such as Malaysian Inbound Tourism 
Association (MITA) and Persatuan Agensi 
Pelancongan Malaysia to come up with 
attractive domestic tourism packages for the 
state.

Promotions for Sepang
MITA deputy president Mint Leong, who 
kick-started the first visit to Sepang from 23-
24 July for its members, plans to launch the 
domestic packages for this district by the first 
week of September. 

Located to the south of Selangor, Sepang is 
one of the state’s nine districts. It is also where 
both the KL International Airport (KLIA Main 
and klia2 terminal), the main gateway to 
Malaysia, are located. 

recently offering extremely low fare bookings 
for its BIG members to destinations such as 
Penang, Johor Bahru and Kuala Terengganu 
for travel from 24 August until 6 December.

Based on a recent survey conducted on 
domestic travel in Malaysia, 71.3% of the 
respondents say they strongly agree to prefer 
to travel locally than overseas while 50.9% of 
them opine that travelling within Malaysia is 
safe. 

According to the Department of Statistics 
Malaysia, domestic tourism has stood the 
country in good stead in 2019 whereby 
Malaysia’s domestic visitors grew 8.1% 
to 239.1 million while domestic tourism 
expenditure rose 11.5% to RM103.2 billion, 
enjoying its fourth year running of double-
digit growth. 

Selangor was the most popular state, 
accounting for 33.6 million domestic visitors. 
This was followed by Kuala Lumpur (22.6 
million), Sabah (22 million), Perak (21.1 
million) and Sarawak (19.8 million). 

With the reopening of domestic tourism after 
four months of lockdown since 18 March, the 
Selangor state government, through Tourism 
Selangor, has reset its target to six million 
tourist arrivals in 2020 after being affected by 
Covid-19. Last year, Selangor welcomed 7.7 
million tourists.

The fast-developing Selangor has another 
airport, the Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah Airport, 
which is popularly referred to as Subang 
Airport or Subang Skypark. These airports, 
serving both international and local tourists, 
are managed by Malaysia Airports. 

Leong, who is also Sunflower Holidays Sdn 
Bhd managing director, will be launching 
packages that its MITA members have come 
up with after their Sepang visit to attractions 
such as Malaysia Exposition Park Serdang 
(MAEPS), Sirip Biru, HL Eco Farm and 
Restaurant and Banghuris Homestay with its 
many activities. 

Joint promotion with Tourism 
Malaysia
Malaysia Airports, meanwhile, has teamed 
up with Tourism Malaysia in organising a Cuti-
Cuti Malaysia Mini Travel Fair in conjunction 
with the KLIA Crazy Sale from 26-31 August. 
This in line with the domestic tactical push 
strategy to induce the recovery of domestic 
travel and economy and was participated 
by our local airline partners, travel agents, 
product owners and hotels. 

Malaysia Airports Group Chief Executive 
Officer Dato’ Mohd Shukrie Mohd Salleh says, 
“As travel restrictions are steadily easing, we 
hope Malaysians can once again look forward 
to travelling locally through this event.” 

He adds that this event has been organised for 
the first time to also provide its airport retailers 
with additional venue to market their offerings. 
At the same time, the non-travelling public can 
also have access to a wide range of heavily 
discounted travel exclusives and products 
offered by duty-free players such as Eraman, 
Valiram, Heinemann and Lagardere. 

In conjunction with this event, the airport 
operators’ very owned Sama Sama Hotel KLIA 
also promoted its Airport Staycation package 
to families, whereby they can experience 
an exclusive tour and exciting fire-fighting 
simulation activities at the airport’s fire station 
on the airside. 

Recovery initiatives
Helping the local destinations and businesses 
that were badly hit by those few months 
of lockdown as a result of the Covid-19 
pandemic, several authorities have come up 
with various initiatives to boost the economy. 

Among them is Langkawi Development 
Authority’s (LADA) Tourism Department, which 
is conducting business-to-consumer (B2C) 
roadshows in various parts of the country to 
woo tourists to visit this resort island, which 
has been labelled a “green zone” and safe 
destination. After its first roadshow in Sunway 
Pyramid Mall, Selangor from 21-23 August, 
it is heading to IOI City Mall in Putrajaya (4-6 
September) and thereafter to Penang and 
Johor Bahru.

Domestic Tourism Moves into 
Gear to Lead in the 
Sector’s Recovery

Sabah Tourism Board (STB), on the other 
hand, joined forces with the Malaysian 
Association of Hotels Sabah and Labuan 
Chapter as well as the Malaysian Association 
of Tour and Travel Agents Sabah Chapter 
in a digital sales campaign focused on the 
domestic market. The initiative was carried 
out in July and August using Facebook, 
Instagram, YouTube and Google AdWords. 

Both LADA and STB subsidised the industry 
players to encourage them to participate in 
the roadshows and digital sales campaign 
respectively. STB general manager Noredah 
Othman quips, “We subsidised the cost of the 
digital advertisements,” adding that they also 
had a two-month long dedicated domestic 
campaign #BahMariLah up to 31 August. 

Here, the tourism industry players could list 
their travel promotions complimentary on its 
website, www.sabahtourism.com/deals while 
the purchasers are eligible for a lucky draw 
entry. 

With Malaysia into the Recovery MCO, 
interstate travel and the opening up of flights 
between Singapore and Malaysia on 17 
August, this is the ideal time for the local 
attraction operators, hoteliers and airlines 
to encourage more people to discover their 
attractive offerings and promotions. 
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worldwide.”

Along with in-depth training, all flight crew 
who fly internationally will be offered the 
opportunity to have medical examinations 
where needed. Before each flight, the cabin 
crew will take a temperature check, and are 
provided with masks, glasses, gloves and 
personal protective equipment for in-flight 
use. For all passengers, wearing a mask, 
covering the mouth and nose during the flight 
is mandatory.

As is the case on most modern aircraft, 
Turkish Airlines uses advanced High-Efficiency 
Particulate Air (HEPA) filters, the same 
equipment used in hospital environments. 
These remove 99.97% of airborne particles 
from the air and completely renew the air in 
the cabin between 15 and 30 times per hour. 

For more information, 
please call 03 – 2163 0849

T urkish Airlines is delighted to announce 
that the airline has resumed their Kuala 
Lumpur- Istanbul route starting from 18 

July with their brand-new aircraft, the B787-9 
Dreamliner. The airline operated twice weekly 
in July, three flights weekly in August and has 
planned three flights weekly in September. 
They also planned to operate daily flights at 
soonest date.

To provide a one-of-a-kind business 
experience, the Business Class of Turkish 
Airlines’ B787-9 Dreamliner is equipped with 
111 cm legroom and 1-2-1 arrangement. 
At the press of a button, chairs can turn into 
193 cm long beds. This is complimented with 
18-inch screens that play the best selection of 
movies, tv series and music.

In addition, the cabin features the finest 
features, such as touch control, a light intensity 
adjustable reading light, a storage unit, a 
power unit and USB charging ports, as well 
as specially designed “Cappadocia Sunrise” 
lighting cabin facilities.

The Economy Class cabin, on the other hand, 
is arranged by 3-3-3, with comfortable 44 cm 
wide seats as well as 78 cm legroom between 
seats. In addition to this, Turkish Airlines has 
also added “Turquoise Waves” color lighting 
for added ambience. 

With the reopening of the Istanbul-Kuala 
Lumpur route, Turkish Airlines emphasised 
the importance of maintaining essential 
connectivity between Malaysia and Turkey 

Turkish Airlines Resumes  
Istanbul-Kuala Lumpur Route

as well as continuing a strong working 
relationship with Malaysia Airports in its 
global network.

Muhammed Hamza Arslan, Country Manager 
of Turkish Airlines in Malaysia proudly 
stated, “We are delighted to reconnect 
Kuala Lumpur with Istanbul and our broad 
network beyond with the resumption of Turkish 
Airlines’ operation into KLIA. Furthermore, 
we are confident that the service will help 
to strengthen the connectivity between both 
nations amid the current outbreak of Covid-19 
disease, while providing our customers with a 
great option to travel between both countries 
and beyond. We thank Malaysia Airports for 
their warm welcome and continuous support.”

The Country Manager added, “For long the 
Turkish flag carrier has proudly called itself 
the airline that flies to most countries in the 
planet, with 324 destinations in 127 countries. 
By October 2020, Turkish Airlines plans to 
get closer to its original 324 destinations 

Malaysia Airports is seeing yet 
another big leap in passenger and 
aircraft traffic movements in July 

2020 when compared to the preceding month 
with the total passenger traffic numbers in 
Malaysia increasing more than three-fold to 
1.3 million and aircraft movements doubling 
to 22,600. 

Presently 27 airline companies are operating 
global flight routes to 30 cities in 20 countries 
with 14 of these airlines making at least 
one weekly flight, to cater to the demand 
for repatriation, which also include transit 
for flights connecting at KUL. As of 11 
August, active operations and routes have 
translated to approximately 149 weekly flight 
frequencies at KUL. On top of this, there 
has also been an increase in cargo capacity 
offered by airlines which resulted in higher 
aircraft movements. 

According to Malaysia Airports Group Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO), Dato’ Mohd Shukrie 
Mohd Salleh, “The positive recovery rate has 
reinforced our optimism that the air travel 
industry will gradually return to normalcy. 
On top of the current ones operating from 
KUL right now, more than 30 other foreign 
airlines have indicated that they will resume 
operations once borders fully reopen. In 
fact, Turkish Airlines (TK) recently resumed 
operations at KUL on 18 July with their brand-
new B787-9 Dreamliner fleet.”
 
On top of TK, Starlux Airlines and Scoot (TR) 
have resumed their operations to Penang 
International Airport. TR also resumed their 
flight operations to Kuching International 
Airport and Ipoh Airport. 
 
Dato’ Mohd Shukrie stressed that the 
airport is vested and committed in ensuring 

KUL Has Connection to 30 Cities in 20 Countries

a safe airport experience, “Our recent 
announcement on the full rehabilitation of 
the third runway is a manifestation of our 
commitment that we will not compromise on 
safety. Despite aggressive cost containment 
measures, we will continue to invest in areas 
where passenger safety can be enhanced. 
Our latest safety measure at the airport is 
the installation of UV handrail sterilisers at 
our escalators and walkalators which are 
expected to eliminate 99.9% unwanted 
microorganisms from the handrails.”
 
Apart from safety measures at the airport, 
airlines also ensure that their aircraft undergo 
regular disinfection and use High Efficiency 
Particulate Air (HEPA) filtration system to 
ensure the highest quality of in-flight cabin air. 

For more information, 
please visit www.malaysiaairports.com.my
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KLM Royal Dutch Airlines resumed 
passenger flights from Amsterdam 
Airport Schiphol to Shanghai on 21 

July due to the relaxation of travel restrictions 
by the Chinese government. These flights are 
in addition to the cargo airlift that started on 
20 April for the transport of medical supplies.

Flights to mainland China were suspended 
at the beginning of February in connection 
with Covid-19. KLM now operates one flight 
a week to Shanghai, which is operated with 
a Boeing 777-300 and makes a stop in Seoul 
(South Korea) on both outbound and inbound 
flights.

With the reopening of the Amsterdam-
Shanghai route, KLM emphasised the 
importance of the Chinese market in its 
network. The warm ties were the reason for 
Economic Counselor Chinese Embassy Zhang 
Guosheng and KLM’s CEO Pieter Elbers that 
saw the first flight off.

KLM President & CEO Pieter Elbers said, “The 
resumption of flights to Shanghai is a cautious 
but positive sign of recovery and illustrates 
our good relationship with China and our 
partners there. KLM is carefully expanding its 
network to make sure our customers have as 
much choice of destinations as possible. The 
fact that we can now offer Shanghai again 
is an important milestone in the laborious 
reconstruction of the KLM route network at a 
difficult time.”

Naturally, KLM has taken measures to ensure 
that the flight is safe for both passengers and 
crew. For example, face masks are mandatory 
when boarding and during the flight, there is 
extra hygiene equipment on board, such as 
hand sanitisers; KLM’s aircraft are thoroughly 
cleaned. The air on board is quickly refreshed 
using HEPA filters. 

KLM Resumes Flights to China After Five MonthsEgyptAir Announced 
International Return in July 

KLM naturally complies with the strict 
requirements set by the Chinese government 
for the resumption of international flights. 
This means that passengers must complete a 
health declaration form online and that the 
temperature of passengers is checked. The 
toilets, for example, are also inspected extra 
frequently during the flight. Furthermore, 

E gyptAir has officially announced  
its return to the public starting on  
1 July 2020.

EgyptAir’s flights begun in the first week  
of July for the following destinations: 
Abu Dhabi, Addis Ababa, Amsterdam, 
Athens, Beirut, Berlin, Brussels, Budapest, 
Copenhagen, Dubai, Erbil, Frankfurt,  
Istanbul, London, Milan, Munich,  
New York, Paris, Rome, Sharjah, Toronto, 
Vienna and Washington. From 8 July  
to 18 July, flights have also resumed to 
Baghdad, Dar es Salaam, Guangzhou  
and Geneva.

For all bookings done before 15 June, the 
airline recommended that all passengers 
reconfirm their bookings for flights running 
from 1 July to 15 September.

EgyptAir President Roshdy Zakaria assured 
earlier this month that there will be no 
increase in airline ticket prices once air 
traffic resumes. In a statement at the press 
conference held at the Ministry of Civil 
Aviation (Egypt) recently, Zakaria announced 
a package of discounts to encourage tourism 
and to help reduce ticket prices.

He added that in the event of low attendance, 
some flights will be merged depending on 
the reservation percentage, but it is still too 
early to tell, and the company is currently 
observing the turnout rate after allowing 
passengers to buy tickets. Moreover, 
passengers can now book tickets to European 
destinations, the US, Middle Eastern countries 
and the Gulf states, he said. 

On the other hand, the Minister of Civil 
Aviation Mohammad Manar Enabah 

announced on 7 June that air traffic in  
all Egyptian airports would resume on  
1 July, in accordance with preventive and 
precautionary measures to coexist with the 
coronavirus outbreak, while flight reservations 
have reopened in all airline offices.

The Ministry of Civil Aviation announced the 
suspension of civil aviation traffic in Egypt 
since 19 March, excluding air cargo flights, 
repatriation flights, international medical 
flights and domestic flights.

The airline assured it remained committed 
to delivering a safe travel experience, 
and guided customers to its Coronavirus 
Precautionary Measures page on the 
measures it is now taking against the disease.

For more information, 
please visit www.egyptair.com

there are as few contact moments as possible 
between crew and passengers, which means 
there is limited catering available on these 
flights.

For more information, please visit 
www.klm.com or call 03 – 7931 2822
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The three global airline alliances, 
collectively representing over fifty 
percent of the world’s air traffic,  

have come together to highlight the measures 
airlines are adopting to assure the well- 
being of customers while travelling.  
‘Dear Travellers’, a video by the three 
alliances, provides a look at what customers 
can expect on their journeys over the coming 
months as travel restrictions are slowly eased 
and the world starts to reopen.

Once customers are ready to fly, they can do 
so with confidence, assured that airlines and 
airports around the world are implementing 
enhanced hygiene and personal safety 
standards to mitigate risks to health. 

oneworld CEO Rob Gurney said: “Safety 
has always been at the core of our member 
airlines’ operations and this will continue 
to be the case. With the additional health 
and well-being measures that have been 
implemented by our member airlines, and 
across the industry, customers can embark  
on their travel with confidence.”

Included in the measures that travellers will 
experience during their journey from check-in 
to their chosen destination are a requirement 
or recommendation for passengers and 
airline staff to wear face masks both at 
the airport and onboard, consistent with 
applicable public health guidelines. Secondly, 

oneworld, Skyteam, and Star Alliance 
Highlight Hygiene Measures

a safe airport environment with physical 
distancing in all required areas increased 
and intensified sanitation with a focus 
on high-touch areas, both on the ground 
and in the aircraft cabin. Not to mention, 
hospital-grade high-efficiency air filters on 
board modern aircraft. Known as HEPA 
(High-Efficiency Particulate Air), these filters 
extract 99.99% of particles and airborne 
contaminants.
 
Kristin Colvile, SkyTeam’s CEO, said: “The 
safety and well-being of passengers and 
employees have always been our members’ 
number one priority. We have seen an 
incredible level of cooperation within the 
entire aviation community to implement 
multiple layers of protection around health 
and hygiene. Passengers can be assured that 
when they travel many actions have been 

Qatar Airways is delighted to have resumed three weekly 
flights to Helsinki on 29 July, becoming the only Gulf carrier 
to serve four Nordic capitals. The resumption of Helsinki 

flights will see the national carrier of the State of Qatar operate 22 
weekly flights to the Nordics, with daily flights to Oslo and Stockholm 
and five weekly flights to Copenhagen.

The airline’s mix of modern fuel-efficient aircraft has meant its network 
has never fallen below 30 destinations throughout this crisis and 
has enabled the airline to adapt its plans and quickly resume routes 
to rebuild its global network. By optimising its mix of aircraft and 
grounding its A380 fleet, the airline continues to fly only the right 
sized aircraft on all routes to the Nordics, reducing its environmental 
impact by offering sensible and responsible capacity to meet both 
passenger and cargo demand.

Qatar Airways Group Chief Executive, Akbar Al Baker said: “We are 
glad to see Helsinki return to our network, a significant indicator of 
the recovery of the Nordic travel market. With a total of 22 weekly 
flights to the region we are delighted to be the first Gulf carrier to 
offer flights to the four Nordic capitals of Copenhagen, Helsinki, Oslo 
and Stockholm. While the drop in air travel demand due to Covid-19 
forced us to temporarily suspend services to Helsinki, we are proud 
to have never stopped flying to Copenhagen, Oslo and Stockholm. 
As we pass the worst of the crisis, we look forward to increasing our 
services to the Nordic region to support the recovery of tourism and 
trade in the region.”

During the pandemic, in addition to scheduled passenger services, 
Qatar Airways Cargo have also operated a large number of 
scheduled freighters, charters and freight-only passenger aircraft to 
Oslo, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Gothenburg and Helsinki to support 
Nordic exporters and transport essential medical supplies and PPE to 
the region. With the resumption of passenger flights to Helsinki, the 
airline will operate 39 weekly flights to the Nordic region, providing 
more than 1400 tonnes of weekly cargo capacity each way.

Qatar Airways continues to lead the recovery of international air 
travel. By the start of August, the airline’s network will expand to close 
to 500 weekly flights to over 75 destinations. Passengers from the 
Nordics can connect via the Best Airport in the Middle East, Hamad 
International Airport to the largest and broadest network in the region 
with over 30 destinations across Africa, Asia and the Middle East

Qatar Airways’ onboard safety measures for passengers and cabin 
crew include the provision of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
for cabin crew and a complimentary protective kit and disposable 
face shields for passengers. Business Class passengers on aircraft 
equipped with Qsuite can enjoy the enhanced privacy this award-
winning business seat provides, including sliding privacy partitions 
and the option to use a ‘Do Not Disturb (DND)’ indicator. Qsuite is 
available on flights to more than 30 destinations including London, 
Paris, and Frankfurt. 

For more information, please visit www.qatarairways.com or 
call 03 – 2118 6100

Qatar Becomes the Only Gulf Carrier to 
Serve Four Nordic Capitals

taken to enhance their personal safety in the 
airport, and the air.”

“We are pleased to have had the opportunity 
to work with multiple stakeholders (2) in the 
industry to deliver, in unison, a message 
to provide peace of mind to customers that 
health and hygiene safety in air travel is front 
and centre in the industry’s agenda”, Jeffrey 
Goh, CEO of Star Alliance, emphasised. He 
added, “we are facing the biggest challenge 
in the history of our industry but we are 
equally determined to overcome it through 
measures that restore confidence in air travel, 
so that we can connect people and cultures 
across the world once again.” 

For more information, please visit 
oneworld.com, skyteam.com or  
staralliance.com 
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Malaysia Airlines’ frequent flyer 
programme Enrich has partnered 
with the leading international 

travel services provider Trip.com to maximise 
rewards for its members when making hotel 
reservations.

As part of the partnership, Enrich members 
will earn three (3) Enrich Miles per US$1 
spent when they book their stay with  
Trip.com and have access to some of the best 
deals on over 1.4 million properties in over 
200 countries, including from business hotels, 
airport hotels, train station hotels, luxury 
hotels and resorts.
 
Malaysia Airlines’ Group Chief Customer 
Experience and Marketing Officer Lau Yin 
May said, “We are pleased to introduce 
this timely partnership with Trip.com as we 
see our members are getting anxious to 
start travelling again, with more countries 
beginning to open up and revive their travel 
and tourism industries. This partnership’s 
objective is to spur tourism and bring more 
benefits for Enrich members around the world 
to conveniently earn Enrich Miles by booking 
any of Trip.com’s extensive properties be it 
for business travel, staycations, city breaks, 
beach holidays, in addition to Miles accrual 
via flights.”

On top of that, with 24/7 English speaking 
customer service support and booking 
platform supported on desktop, app and 
mobile websites, Enrich members can rest 
assured that their journeys are well taken care 
of at all times.

Understanding that flexibility during these 
times is important, Trip.com has made 
updates on its reservation policies. In the part 

of hotel booking services, the Flexibooking 
guarantee gives customers access to exclusive 
discounts of up to 60% on flexible advance 
reservations with over 30,000 hotels situated 
in more than 180 countries. It also allows 
customers to reschedule or cancel their hotel 
bookings before 72 hours before check-in 
time without being charged the fee. All they 
need to do is apply the Flexibooking filter or 
Free Cancellation label on the site to identify 
eligible offers.

“It has been a long time since our last trip, 
and we know travellers can’t wait to travel 
on,” said Trip.com Group Chief Marketing 
Officer, Bo Sun. “We are delighted to 
collaborate with Enrich by Malaysia 
Airlines to enhance Enrich members’ travel 
experience and prepare for the travel 
recovery in Southeast Asia.”

 “We have always focused on driving greater 
value and choices to reward our customers’ 
loyalty, and we look forward to collaborating 
with Trip.com to create more amazing travel 
experiences for our Enrich members,” Lau Yin 

Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA Sepang  
(MOP KLIA), Japan’s branded 
factory outlet shopping mall 

celebrated their 5th Anniversary by rewarding 
its customers with RM350,000 worth of 
shopping vouchers and more than 5,000 
prizes. Apart from that, there were fantastic 
offers and lots of fun activities that happened 
between 24 July to 31 August 2020 in 
conjunction with the anniversary celebration. 

In ‘Pick & Win’, shoppers stood a chance to 
win a RM500 shopping voucher with more 
than 50 shopping vouchers given away as 
well as 450 gifts that were up for grabs in a 
day. There were guaranteed rewards ranging 
from branded luggage, backpacks, exclusive 
vouchers by selected brands to other novelties 
just by picking an envelope at the ‘Pick & 
Win’ corner. 

In conjunction with this celebration, MOP 
KLIA was adorned with summer-themed 
decorations, making it a delightful place for 
taking Instagram-worthy photos. To make 

photo taking more rewarding, MOP KLIA 
also organised photo contests via its social 
media platform i.e “Hi FIVE! Happy Birthday, 
MOP KLIA!” at its summer-themed backdrop 
at Sunshine Square and “I Love MOP KLIA” 
structure located just outside of Entrance 5 
of the mall. In addition, there was the ‘Count 
the 5’ contest located at Sunshine Square that 
required participants to count the number 5s 
around the 5th Anniversary pop up area and 
on the backdrop. 

“We are celebrating this 5th Anniversary 
milestone by rewarding our customers for 
their support in making MOP KLIA a success 
and also to help them weather the difficult 
times caused by the pandemic”, said TJ 
Cheah, Deputy Managing Director of MFMA 
Development Sdn Bhd.

Patrons who spend a minimum of RM50 
at any F&B outlet at MOP KLIA on Fridays, 
Saturdays and Sundays, Public Holiday 
during the celebratory period also enjoyed 
free 2-hour parking.

Malaysia Airlines’ Enrich  
Collaborates with Trip.com

Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA Rewards Customers  
for Its 5th Anniversary Celebration

“As we enter the Recovery Movement Control 
Order phase, the footfall at MOP KLIA has 
improved and business is picking up again. 
With business operations returning to normal, 
MOP KLIA still adheres to strict health and 
safety guidelines. We have implemented 
physical distancing measures, disinfect 
touchpoints regularly, placed hand sanitisers 
at all entrances and run temperature checks 
for staff and customers upon entry. All 
customers are urged to register their details 
before entering the premises in compliance 
with the guidelines set by the Ministry of 
Health,” Cheah added. 

Shoppers can also look forward to new store 
openings by popular brands such as Adidas 
shoes, Furla, Aprilia, Nautica, Crocodile, 
Ralph Lauren Children, MC Vogue, Khaskha, 
Vans and Herschel Supply Company.

For more information on upcoming offers, 
promotions and happenings at MOP KLIA, 
please visit www.mitsuioutletparkklia.com.my

May ended.
To take advantage of this launch offer and 
start earning Enrich Miles with Trip.com, 
Enrich members must book a hotel stay via 
the dedicated landing page at www.trip.
com/t/enrich-en. The Enrich Miles earned 
are valid for 3 years and can be redeemed 
for future travel or other exclusive lifestyle 
privileges.

For more information, please visit 
www.enrich.malaysiaairlines.com
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How important is the role of 
technology for the airfreight 
logistics business and what steps 
are taken to advance this? 
In our industry, it is indeed very important. 
However, we believe the level of technological 
integration for the government agencies is still 
found wanting. In 2013, the government had 
agreed to this, however no measures have 
come into fruition yet. 
       
We believe that there is a need to integrate 
any system that is to be implemented; our 
biggest obstacle is that we have issues 
integrating our IT systems with theirs as well 
as that of other players in the value chain. We 
were fortunate that in the past, foreign-based 
companies such as UPS, DHL Express & DHL 
Global Forwarding, FedEx, KWE, Tasco, 
Kuehne Nagel, Bollore, and Nippon Express 
have brought their technology with them thus 
benefiting the industry. 

One of the issues that I have previously 
alluded to the government regarding tech 
is that a modern IT system ought to be 
implemented for the Customs Information 
System. Unfortunately, at this point in time, 
the system is still paper-based and very much 
backwards in my opinion. 

The government has provided some form 
of improvement to this, but there is still a 
lack of integration throughout the related 
industries and have instead cost us more time 
and expenses. For example, the sea freight 
industry also has a totally separate system in 
addition to the fact that they operate largely 
in silos. 

At this point in time, it is certainly a tall order 
to consolidate all the stakeholders in the 
value chain to have a cohesive integrated 
system. Unfortunately, different players have 
different ideas with how they want to employ 
technology.

How has AFAM consolidated its 
members against the issues arising 
during this pandemic? 
It is part of AFAM’s duty to advise each 
of our members on an individual basis in 
accordance with their business models. As 
part of the essential services category, our 
operations have not been affected by the 
MCO, thus we have been quite busy with 
the airport and cargo side. We have been 
pushing for discussions with the MOT, Royal 
Malaysian Customs as well as MITI to further 
press our requests to the government. 

At this moment, we have not come into a 
consensus. But you can trust me to keep 
pushing forward until they get sick of us! 

What are the statistics in terms of 
cargo movements in Malaysia in the 
recent months? 
Among the three cargo terminal operators 
(CTOs), MAB Kargo’s tonnage has reduced by 
24% in 2Q2020 quarter-on-quarter (q-o-q); 
POS Aviation recorded a reduction of 33.7% 
q-o-q and Ground Team Red (GTR) suffered a 
reduction of 87.6% q-o-q. 

On the domestic front, cargo movement 
has not been good as exports, imports and 
transfers are generally on the downtrend at 
airports throughout the country. However, one 
of our CTOs, POS Aviation has experienced 
an uptrend at their East Malaysia stations, 
namely Kuching and Kota Kinabalu. 

As long as the pandemic looms over the skies, 
it will be awhile until global trade returns to 
pre-pandemic levels.

What is your market outlook for 
the airfreight industry moving 
forward? 
We would say the long-term market outlook is 
good. As we deal with international players, 
once the international market outlook recovers 
then we will likewise benefit accordingly. 
However, as of late, we are losing some 
investors to Indonesia. This is due to the 
incentives provided by their government for 
the industry.

In our opinion, the Malaysian government 
ought to go back to the 70’s when they 
were giving out ‘pioneer-status’ to industry 
stakeholders and further incentives such as 
tax-free measures for more investors to invest 
directly into the airfreight industry. 

What are your planned measures 
for AFAM and the industry moving 
forward? 
We are in the midst of various discussions 
since the beginning of the pandemic. 
However, because of the changes in 
government over the past few years, it has 
resulted in many hurdles for us, whereby 
many policies and requests that we have  
put forward have not moved and there  
is a lack of cohesiveness within the  
governing bodies themselves. 

Our stance is that working in terms of  
silos is not the way we should go, the way 

AVIATION INTERVIEW WITH WALTER CULAS 
Chairman of Airfreight Forwarders Association of Malaysia (AFAM)

After being in the airfreight industry for 48 years and chairman of AFAM for 28 years, he has seen it all and done it all. Despite achieving 
respectable veteran status in the industry, he still has no plans to rest on his laurels. Walter Culas shares with AIRLINK his steadfast and resolute 
approach to leadership in navigating the industry through the pandemic.

What is the background story 
of AFAM and its role as a 
mouthpiece of the airfreight 
forwarders industry in Malaysia? 
The main role of AFAM is to represent 
all the interests of the members and to 
articulate their problems to the relevant 
authorities. AFAM provides a platform 
for our members to discuss relevant 
issues and government policies, whereby 
we consolidate a commensurate voice 
to the government agencies. We deal 
directly with 28 government agencies 
and government bodies such as Royal 
Malaysian Customs (Putrajaya HQ), 
Ministry of International Trade and Industry 
(MITI) and the Ministry of Transport (MOT). 

In the committee, we vet the requests of our 
members and then proceed to engage with 
the relevant parties when we have come to 
an agreement. 

I’ve been chairman of AFAM since 1982, 
and a member of the association since 
1982. I lead the organisation in requesting 
for facilities to the government on behalf 
of our members. For example, in 1996, 
AFAM was important in establishing POS 
Aviation as the second cargo terminal 
operator for the logistic industry in 
Malaysia after MAB Kargo. 

What has been the growth of 
the air freight industry since 
the beginning of the pandemic? 
And what sorts of goods have 
increased during this time?
In terms of specific goods, pharmaceutical, 
medical, and rubber glove products as 
well as perishable cargo have increased. 
However, total cargo volume in terms of 
tonnage has reduced drastically in the 
second quarter of 2020 (2Q20).

forward is to be united and transparent. 
Moving forward, all measures taken by  
us will be based on statistics in the  
coming months.

You have been in the industry for 
quite some time. What has been 
your greatest achievement thus far 
and your ultimate vision for the 
industry in this region? 
After being in the industry for 48 years, 
I have learnt that being a voice for the 
industry and getting policies approved is an 
achievement in itself for me. In AFAM, we 
believe in being good listeners and striving to 
resolve our member’s issues. Whatever AFAM 
has achieved in the past and will achieve is 
through the participation of the committee and 
also the dedicated staff of the association; 
I would like to commend my Executive 
Secretary, Rosni Mohamed Rasul. 

My vision is to attain mutual cooperation 
throughout the industry. I would like to 
commend the efforts of previous Minister of 
International Trade Tan Sri Rafidah Aziz, 
whom made decisions for the industry without 
fear of favour as well as former Transport 
Minister Tun Dr Ling Liong Sik, who was 
a guiding light in the industry during his 
tenure. From Malaysia Airports, I would like 
to commend former Managing Director Tan 
Sri Bashir Ahmad, former Senior General 
Manager (Operations Services) Dato’ Azmi 
Murad, the current GCEO Dato’ Mohd 
Shukrie Mohd Salleh, Acting SGM (MA 
Sepang) Mohd Arif Jaafar, and Head of 
Guest Advocacy Mohammad Suhaimi Abdul 
Mubin to whom in the past as well as in 
the present guided the industry in the right 
direction.

AVIATION INTERVIEWAVIATION INTERVIEW
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SEE AND DO
Negeri Sembilan, its moniker derived after 
its nine districts is home to modest mountains, 
beaches, historic sites and museum. It is in 
this state where the culture of Minangkabau, 
a community originally from West Sumatra 
who settled in Malaysia in the 15th century 
prevails. The Minangkabau are famous for 
their unique and elegant architecture with 
curving, ornate rooflines whose points are 
said to resemble buffalo horns.

Chase sunsets at Teluk Kemang, Port 
Dickson’s popular beach destination or Pantai 
Tanjung Biru, also known as Blue Lagoon, 

situated near Tanjung Tuan, about 17 km from 
Port Dickson. Here, one can also tread up to 
the Cape Rachado Lighthouse or Tanjung Tuan 
Lighthouse and revel in the panoramic scenery. 
The lighthouse is believed to be the oldest in the 
country, its history dating back to Portuguese 
rule of Malacca during the 16th century.

Take a drive to Kuala Pilah, where the Istana 
Lama Seri Menanti resides, a famous landmark 
erected from chengal wood and is held 
together using only wooden pegs. The palace, 
with hints of Minangkabau architecture, 
took six years to build and was completed 
in 1906. It was converted into a museum of 
royal regalia in 1992. Another museum close 
to Kuala Pilah, in Bukit Kerdas is the Teratak 
Za’aba, an homage to the life of the learned 
Malay writer, Zainal Abidin Ahmad, known as  
Za’aba, credited for modernising the Malay 
language and pioneering grammatical rules 
through grammar books.

Weekends are the perfect occasion to 
explore the wonders our country has to 
offer and this month, we take a look at 
Negeri Sembilan — a state that boasts 
culture, beaches, nature parks and 
palaces.

Getting to Negeri Sembilan

Nature lovers would appreciate the thrill of 
hiking majestic mountains like Gunung Datuk 
and Gunung Angsi or splashing about at the 
Jeram Toi Waterfall — a popular waterfall 
where families can enjoy a refreshing dip or 
a picnic. Alternatively, adventure seekers can 
set up camp at the Hutan Lipur Ulu Bendul, a 
rugged forest park in Kuala Pilah popular for 
camping, picnics and outdoor activities. 

EAT AND SAVOUR
From spicy Minangkabau-style dishes to 
flavourful meats, a trip to Negeri Sembilan 
is always worth it. For starters, try the gulai 
lemak cili padi (a staple dish among the Malay 
community inspired by spicy Minangkabau 
flavours, the masak lemak cili padi is usually 
made with either chicken or fish or without 
vegetables, pounded onions, cili padi and 
turmeric in a coconut milk broth) at Restoran 
Selera Nogori, gulai tempoyak pucuk ubi 
(comprising finely shredded tapioca leaves 
and turmeric leaves cooked with fermented 

Muzium Negeri Sembilan. 

Locals would also recommend relishing in 
unique kuih such as the apam johol — a 
fluffy cake made with rice flour, yeast, santan 
and brown sugar, and steamed in sheets 
of rambai leaves (the leaves are shiny green 
on the upper surface and greenish-brown 
and hairy underneath), wajik (glutinous rice 
cooked in palm sugar, coconut milk and 
pandan leaves) or the kuih sopang (traditional 
snack made with glutinous flour, bananas and 
gula melaka with grated coconut filling. It’s 
usually served in a moat of thick coconut milk).

durian (tempoyak), lemongrass, shallots, 
garlic, santan, turmeric and cili padi which 
are pounded together) at Aunty Aini’s Garden 
Cafe.

Rendang is another staple in Negeri Sembilan 
(rendered rather differently than the usual 
rendang, it’s done without kerisik and cooked 
with lots of ginger, galangal, lemongrass and 
santan) and can also be enjoyed at Aunty 
Aini’s Garden Cafe. Condiments such as 
the sambal gesek (made by pounding fried 
anchovies (ikan bilis), cili padi, onions and 
garlic together and then fried until fragrant) 
comes highly recommended at Makan Berselo, 

REST AND RELAX
Negeri Sembilan offers an array of extensive 
accommodation for all budgets and 
preferences, from luxury hotels with a sea view 
such as Lexis Hibiscus Port Dickson, Grand 
Lexis Port Dickson and The Dusun, which offers 
a rainforest escape. Royale Chulan Seremban 
serves as a budget-friendly option, alongside 
Akar Beach Resort, PNB Ilham Resort and 
Palm Seremban Hotel. If you would like to 
give the hotels a miss and immerse yourself in 
a homestay experience with the family instead, 
you can opt for Bangi Sri Minang Guesthouse, 
Plassid Villa, Laman Tamara Retreat and 
Spyder Hill.

WORDS BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
PHOTOS COURTESY OF TOURISM MALAYSIA

The Minangkabau State

DESTINATION NEGERI 
SEMBILAN

*KLIA is the closest airport to Negeri Sembilan, being merely 45 minutes away from 
Seremban and an hour away from Port Dickson*
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UNITED
PUMA has just released the Unity Collection, a pack 
that celebrates PUMA’s sports heritage and how sport 
unites the world. As part of the collection launch and 
other diverse efforts, PUMA has committed to donating 
a total of $200,000 USD to the U.N. COVID-19 
Solidarity Response Fund. This collection features 
footwear such as the Future Rider, Ralph Sampson, RS-
2K, RS-X³ and Cali Sport, all of which features neutral 
base designs with bright colour accents. Alongside 
these footwear are the water repellent TFS Track 
Suit featuring a center front zipper with multicolor 
woven tape, the TFS Track Top with gold hardware 
and the TFS Track Pants with side and back pockets. 
The collection also features the TFS Graphic Tee that 
comes in white and black. To level up the collection, 
PUMA included the Originals PU Backpack TFS, a 
classic backpack in vegan leather with a two-way zip 
opening into the main compartment and the TFS Cap, 
a simple black hat with a moisture wicking eyelet 
mesh sweatband inside.
www.puma.com

FASHION 
& BEAUTY 
NEWS 
All the must-knows 
and must-haves of 
the month

BY AGNES AUI

HAPPY PARTNERSHIP
Following the successful collaboration in 2019, Pomelo has teamed up with renowned 
lifestyle brand The Smiley Company for the second time to release an exclusive new 
collection inspired by 70s pop culture and expressive streetwear. The Pomelo X Smiley 
collection captures the message of being youthful and having freedom, positivity and 
happiness. The message also serves as the perfect reminder for us to lift our spirits 
towards brighter days ahead amidst the current COVID-19 situation. Designed in-house 
by the Pomelo fashion team, the collection features simple bold graphics, bringing 
a cheerful pop to your monochromatic wardrobe fits. Express your mood through a 
range of fun and quirky items like hats, tote bags, graphic tees and denim jackets, all 
of which are emblazoned with the iconic emoji. Must-have items include the graphic 
hologram hoodie, colourful striped tee and wide leg belted jeans.
www.pomelofashion.com

ALL ABOUT LOVE 
Upon joining Kate Spade New York in 2018, Creative Director Nicola Glass was immediately drawn to the shape of the heart that is 
found naturally within the spade’s iconic symbol. Each season, the spade is used in many iterations across categories in both bold and 
subtle ways. It is incorporated into print patterns, leather embossing and cut-out design details, and can be seen on the heels of shoes 
and even on the hardware in handbags. Each piece in the Signature Collection is adorned with the spade flower pattern, created in 
a special coated canvas designed in partnership with the famed Italian textile mill Limonta. Not only is it durable but it is easy to wipe 
clean as well. “One of my favorite evolutions of the spade is the Spade Flower which was created by joining together four spades into 
a motif, which when used repeatedly, produces a unique floral pattern. I’m excited to showcase this pattern in a new and exciting way 
for the Fall season with our Signature handbag collection,” said Nicola Glass.
www.katespade.com

GLAMOROUS CRAFTSMANSHIP
This year, Swarovski celebrates 125 years of refined craftsmanship, creating jewellery 
and accessories that empower people to look and feel glamorous. With this, Swarovski 
is presenting the Fall/Winter 2020 (FW20) collection that’s inspired by the vibrant 
creativity of the 1970s. Embodying the brand’s innovative spirit, the FW20 Collection 
is a creative expression of Swarovski’s inherent craftsmanship, crystal expertise and 
cutting-edge techniques. For this collection, the brand explores its archives to reinterpret 
iconic pieces from the past, as well as to design new, on-trend pieces. This era also 
marked an important turning point for Swarovski, which is when the brand introduced 
its first crystal figurine in 1976, eventually leading to the creation of its first jewellery 
collections. Throughout the Fall Collection, versatile earth tones meet vibrant pops of 
color, while bold silhouettes are infused with refined Swarovski crystal detailing. Trust 
us when we say, it’s a must-have collection for the fall season. 
www.swarovski.com
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AN ICONIC EVOLUTION
Known as the “little brown bottle” with the apothecary dropper is 
an Estée Lauder legendary product. The Advanced Night Repair 
or ANR is a cult classic from the Estée Lauder brand for over 38 
years and is a staple found in cosmetics cabinets all around the 
world. It was first launched in 1982 as Night Repair and the 
unique product was known for its texture, formula and technology 
up until this day. Throughout the 38 years, the formula has only 
been updated four times. Today, Estée Lauder is presenting the 
new ANR Synchronized Multi-Recovery Complex. Inspired by an 
unprecedented Estée Lauder science discovery on micro signaling 
molecules and their role in skin ageing, the new Chronolux™ 
Power Signal Technology repairs the look of key signs of ageing 
more comprehensively than ever. The product will also help skin 
boost its natural renewal of fresh, new cells and production of 
collagen for firmer skin, which is a new addition to the formula.
www.esteelauder.com

REVOLUTIONISING
LANEIGE’s BB Cushion was the brand’s first 
cushion compact launched back in 2012. It 
was named the world’s number one cushion 
with 14.8 million units sold and earned 82 
beauty awards globally. Today, LANEIGE 
unveils a newly transformed cushion called the 
LANEIGE NEO Cushion. It is powered by the 
latest cushion technology which comes with 
key fundamental makeup benefits alongside an 
innovative design. The LANEIGE NEO cushion 
comes in two different variations - the NEO 
cushion matte in NEO mint green that finishes 
in matte and offers 24 hours of longer lasting 
flawless complexion. The other variation is 
the NEO Cushion Glow in NEO pink which 
offers the wearer a 24-hour prism-like and 
glowy complexion. The compact cushion comes 
equipped with a sponge and features the “one-
touch spinning refill” which allows users to 
replace the refill in a single rotation. This makes 
it flexible and convenient for all.
www.laneige.com

Take your makeup look to the next level 
with these luxury makeup products

HIGH-END 
ESSENTIALS

BY AGNES AUI

8. PAT MCGRATH LABS MOTHERSHIP VII EYESHADOW PALETTE
This palette is part of the 'Mothership' collection and features a wide 
array of beautiful shades from shimmering gold to subtle rose. Each 
shadow is pigmented, smooth and blendable, which allows you to 
create various different eye looks. You can also easily transform it into 
an eyeliner by using a damp angled brush. RM602

5.BURBERRY BEAUTY FRESH GLOW GEL STICK
This medium to full coverage stick foundation is evidently a saviour 
for those of you who are constantly applying makeup on-the-go. This 
water-based foundation is enriched with soothing aloe vera and helps 
with redness. It also conceals dark circles, blemishes and imperfections, 
allowing the wearer to appear natural. RM365

7. GUCCI BEAUTY POUDRE DE BEAUTÉ POWDER
Inspired by the Golden Age of Hollywood, this compact powder 
features finely milled powder that's soft and lightweight. This compact 
powder will leave a satin feel and matte look on your skin as it glides 
with ease. The Gucci Beauty poudre de beauté powder is formulated 
with peony-shaped micro pearls that will diffuse into your skin and 
highlight your contours. RM433

6. FENTY BEAUTY DIAMOND BOMB ALL-OVER DIAMOND VEIL
This loose powder formulation highlighter is a one-of-a-kind product 
that applies like a 3D glittering veil, allowing you to sparkle all over 
your face and body. Not only does this product look amazing on the 
inside but comes encased in a jewel-like compact that’s easy to carry 
around with you. RM172

2. FENTY BEAUTY BODY LAVA BODY LUMINIZER
Shimmer like you’re gold with this raved about glistening body oil. 
For that au naturel glimmer, rub it all over your shoulders, collarbone, 
arms, legs and basically anywhere else you’d like to shine a light on. 
Opt to purchase the Fenty Beauty face and body kabuki 160 for a 
cleaner and smoother blend. RM231

2

3
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4. FENTY BEAUTY SLIP SHINE SHEER SHINY LIPSTICK
Enhance your natural look with this sheer shimmering lipstick that’s 
light and hydrating, so you get the best of both worlds! Available in 10 
versatile shades, wear it to brunch or a fancy dinner. RM102

3. FENTY BEAUTY STUNNA LIP PAINT LONGWEAR FLUID LIP COLOR
Looking for a weightless and long-lasting matte lipstick? Then you’re in 
luck with this natural finish liquid lipstick that is designed to suit every 
skin tone. RM112

1. CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN BEAUTY LOUBILAQUE LIP LACQUER
Get an intense colour and shine in one smooth application. This bright 
red shade is flattering on all skin tones and housed in a carved vial. 
It is also topped with an ornate Middle Eastern inspired crown. The 
loubilaque lip lacquer has a non-sticky finish, comes in a silk pouch 
and black presentation box, and can also be worn as a pendant.
RM488

6

7

BEAUTY PRODUCT
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Be the star of the evening with 
these glamorous outfits

EVENING 
ELEGANCE

BY NATASHA SELVAN

JIMMY CHOO
Emsy 85 suede sandals

RM 2,264

Stay warm yet stylish with 
these dashing looks for the 

cold weather

SWEATER
 WEATHER

LOEWE
Paula’s Ibiza Linen and 

Cotton-Blend Drawstring 
Trousers

RM 2,275

SAINT LAURENT
Black Monogrammed leather clutch

RM 4,690

BOTTEGA VENETA
Gold – tone earrings

RM 1,544

BURBERRY
Mini quilted leather shoulder bag

RM 3,732

PACO RABANNE
Draped chainmail dress

RM 14,153

GIANVITO ROSSI
Suede Sandals

RM 2,333

POLO RALPH LAUREN
Slim-Fit Stretch-Cotton Twill Chinos

RM 683

BY NATASHA SELVAN

HUISHAN ZHANG
Celine sequined georgette 

maxi dress
RM 6,840

COMMON PROJECTS
Original Achilles Full-

Grain Leather Sneakers
RM 1,594

TOM FORD
Navy Cashmere and Silk-

Blend Sweater
RM4,400

BALENCIAGA
Oversized Logo-Print 

Mélange Cotton-Jersey T-shirt
RM 1,769

GUCCI
Jordaan Horsebit Leather-
Trimmed Monogrammed 

Canvas Loafers
RM3,057

CARTIER
Maillon de Cartier 16mm 

18-karat gold watch
RM102,193

GUCCI
Relaxed Intarsia Wool Zip-

Up Cardigan
RM 10,583
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New Kid On The Block
Located in a sprawling new urban development east of Tokyo’s central business district, 
the mesm Tokyo, Autograph Collection invites travellers to indulge in an escapade. 
The hotel features 265 guest rooms and suites alongside two distinct dining outlets. 
Drawing inspiration from organic movements of the surrounding Takeshiba waterfront, 
the Wilson Associates design concept creates an engaging environment where cultural 
tradition and modern innovation coexist. The sensory experience begins at the arrival 
lobby with the interior designed to replicate indoor and outdoor spaces, anchored by 
two art installations. Private guest rooms and suites are also designed with luxury to 
delight and comfort visitors. Accommodations are appointed with inviting tones and 
intricate detailing, all while capitalising on sweeping views of the nearby park and 
Tokyo Bay. Opened in April 2020, mesm Tokyo, Autograph Collection is anticipated to 
host stays during the 2021 Tokyo Olympics.

Presenting the Glenmorangie Grand Vintage Malt 
1996, a limited edition whisky that has been aged for 
23 years and is known as the oldest whisky matured 
in bespoke casks. Before this single malt was created, 
Glenmorangie’s whisky makers vowed to create the 
casks of their dreams as they believed that wood 
could bring new depths of flavour. This led them 
onto a journey into the forests of Missouri’s Ozark 
Mountains in the United States. After handpicking 
American white oaks that naturally brought 
creaminess to Glenmorangie, they carefully air-dried 
the oak, handcrafted it into casks and seasoned it 
with select bourbon, bringing the wood to its best. 
Finally, by 1996, some of the first bespoke casks 
were ready and filled with Glenmorangie’s spirit, 
resulting in the opulent and special Glenmorangie 
Grand Vintage Malt 1996. 

An Oldie Goldie 

There’s no better gift than a getaway trip, and Aman is helping you achieve just that by announcing the launch of the Aman gift card. Available 
to purchase for stays in any destination (excluding Aman’s four resorts in China), the gift card can be used for any aspect of a visit and can be 
exchanged for accommodation, dining, spa treatments, retail or an array of adventures and activities. The gift card is available for order online 
at a value of between US$10 and US$25,000. Once ordered, the gift card is sent by post or via email to the purchaser or directly to the gift 
recipient, alongside a personal message. The guest is then able to present the gift card at the property for deduction from the bill at the end of 
the stay. So if you’re wondering what to present your partner with for his/her birthday this year, think Aman gift cards.

The Perfect Gift

   THE
 Luxe REPORT

BY AGNES AUI

Calling all car enthusiasts as Jaguar introduces the Jaguar E-PACE, the brand’s updated 
sporty compact SUV. Taking it to the next level, the Jaguar E-PACE is fitted with state-of-
the-art 2.0-litre, four-cylinder turbocharged Ingenium petrol engine, offering a cleaner 
and more efficient drive. The new engine makes petrol power more affordable to buy 
and run, all while delivering 0-100km/h in 8.2 seconds. The E-PACE also features 
a new Jaguar smart settings update, a self-learning technology which studies the 
driver’s habits and anticipates his or her needs to make driving more pleasurable and 
convenient. The smart settings kick in when the driver approaches the car. The vehicle 
recognises the driver via the key fob or the smartphone and adjusts the seat, climate 
and infotainment system based on the driver’s preference. The Jaguar E-PACE is priced 
at RM403,217 and is available in two exterior colours (Yulong White and Firenze 
Red).

A Smarter and More Efficient Jaguar E-PACE
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Shinta Mani Wild
Kirirom National Park, Cambodia

Mahu Whenua
Wanaka, New Zealand

Magic Camps Abu Dhabi
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

BEAUTIFUL HOTEL DESTINATIONS
Somewhere along the way, hotels have become rightful destinations on their own. 

Here are some luxury hotels scattered across the globe, that should be on 
top of your bucket list, post-pandemic.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Hermitage Bay is a privately-owned, luxury 5-star Caribbean 
boutique resort set on the west coast of Antigua. Bid farewell 
to the bustling urban world and seek serenity at the individual 
suites here that are scattered around the lush green hillside 
and beach front. Seclusion is the theme here, while offering 
understated luxury and its crowning glory, the deserted 
white-sand beach. Stay in the Hillside Pool Suite which as its 
name suggests, located up the hill but the stunning bay view 
it offers makes the trek up more than worth it. Alternatively, 
seek the aid of the golf buggy to ferry you around if you’re 
not feeling up to the ascent. These Asian-inspired wooden 
cottages boast private infinity plunge pools and white-
curtained, day-bed terraces, an idyllic setting in front of the 
inimitable Caribbean sunset.

hermitagebay.com

With a name that means ‘peaceful garden’, tranquillity is certainly 
expected at the Amanbagh. Sitting on the outskirts of Jaipur, 
Rajasthan’s vibrant capital, this resort is a deserving hush from a 
metropolitan city. Inspired by Mogul architecture, the 37 suites and 
pavilions feature soaring domed ceilings, light-filled bathrooms and 
its scene framed by towering palms and lush vegetation, and each 
offers a private courtyard or terrace to soak in the view. A stay at 
the Amanbagh will make you feel no less than a prince or princess 
with its understated, handsome furnishings is offset with refined Indian 
flourishes, including marble floors, carved wood panels, silver lanterns 
and intricate archways. The restaurant, located on the ground floor of 
the main building, glimmers with elegance and yet again, features the 
constant double-height ceilings and Mughal-inspired architecture seen 
throughout the property. The dining area here extends to a breezy 
terrace that looks across the lawns and pool. Stunning view is only met 
by an innovative multi-cultural menu that offers a fresh take on Indian 
and Western dishes, with much of the produce sourced from the hotel’s 
organic kitchen garden.

aman.com/resorts/amanbagh

Catch the magic of the 1001 Arabian nights at the Magic Camps Abu Dhabi — a temporary desert hideaway that can be set up for as little as 
24 hours. The mobile tents are set up exclusively for you, equipped with exquisite and inviting Arabian interiors, including a private bathroom 
and shower. The Bedouin tradition dates back to prehistoric times, only this time, paired with the comfort of luxury accommodation. Besides a 
driver, attendant and private chef, you’re left to your devices to explore this arid land. This makeshift accommodation doesn’t have electricity or 
running water but instead, it relies on renewable energy source — solar power. As night falls, the setting is lit by candlelight, and with a little 
help from the stars above. Sustainability extends to its bath products — all organic, with a choice of camel soap or olive-oil soap from Aleppo. 
With a private chef at your beck and call, they can rustle up traditional Arabian feasts, including velvety hummus, zingy tabbouleh, barbecued 
prawns and meat, vegetable skewers and aromatic rice. 

magic-camps.com

Feel like a modern-day Tarzan and Jane deep in the 
heart of the Cambodian rainforest at Shinta Mani Wild. 
This luxurious abode perched on the riverside allows you 
to reconnect with nature without scrimping on comfort 
and executed in Bill Bensley’s inimitable escapist style. 
Encapsulated by lush foliage, it’s only right to explore its 
jungle trails butterfly sanctuaries and unspoilt waterways. 
The tents are not your typical kind, rather, they’re unique, 
luxurious picture-perfect stretched canvas, polished teak and 
outdoor bath tubs that await weary adventurers home. Their 
restaurant is a thing of beauty — open-air, and resembles 
Jackie Kennedy’s Cambodian safari in the 60’s by featuring 
leather sofas, acid-bright bamboo seats, a camo canopy and 
a monochrome portrait of the icon of style herself.

wild.bensleycollection.com

Standing firmly in the middle of a 200-square mile estate 
that sis 30 minutes away from Wanaka, Mahu Whenua is a 
luxury lodge that offers four suites that could be as beautiful 
as the magnificent vista of Montatapu Valley, Lake Wanaka 
and its surrounding mountains. Don’t worry about your 
food throughout your stay because all meals are included. 
All you have to do is head out to a terrace to take in the 
scenery and plan your next adventure: a helicopter tour, 
perhaps, or a dip in the heated pool, a welcoming 28°– 
30°C from October to May. To wake up to a wonderful 
view of the valley in the mornings, the Kereru Guest Suite 
is the choice. You might even notice horses grazing. For 
majestic mountain vistas, on the other hand, a cosy cottage 
will be perfect for your stay. You might not want to leave.

Website: mahuwhenua.co.nz

Amanbagh
Rajasthan, India
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BY AGNES AUI

How to build a cosy nook at home

COSY UP, BUTTERCUP!

Some might think that cosy nooks are only for 
those living in cold countries. But who’s to say 
that homes in the tropics can’t have cosy nooks? 

Yes, they keep you warm during winter time. But 
most importantly, cosy nooks promote healing and 
an escape from the hustle and bustle of one’s daily 
life. Snuggling into a cosy nook while reading a good 
book, watching a movie or even painting, can help a 
person feel refreshed and ready to conquer obstacles 
that lie ahead. So if you’re thinking of building a cosy 
nook at home, here’s how you can do it:

#1 FIND THE PERFECT SPOT
It may sound simple but you might want to put in 
some time thinking about this. Picking the right spot is 
important to ensure your cosy nook works for you. Try 
taking a walk around your house to find a spot that 
you feel you can spend your whole day at. It could be 
at a quiet corner or by the window, whatever floats 
your boat.

#2 LAYER UP
Now it’s time to add layers of cushions and textures 
to your cosy nook. Think knits, velvet, fur, sheepskin 
and anything else that screams winter to you. You 
should also add throw pillows (loads of them) in every 
shape and size as throw pillows really give an extra 
touch. Most importantly, don’t forget to have fun while 
layering up your space.

#3 ADD A SIDE TABLE
No cosy nook is complete without a spot to rest 
your cuppa (of coffee, tea or wine - we don’t 
judge), so remember to add a side table. Once 
again, let your imagination soar with this as you 
can always use wood slabs, a folding tray, small 
bookshelf and more. Just go all out with your 
creativity here. 

#4 FIGURE OUT YOUR SEATING ARRANGEMENT 
(AND BE CREATIVE WITH IT)
Once you’ve found a spot, figure out how you 
want your seating arrangement to be like. If your 
spot is by the window, maybe a wooden bench 
might fit. Nevertheless, you can also choose a 
fluffy and comfy rug or a beanbag too. And don’t 
limit your imagination because who says a cosy 
nook can’t include a hammock or tent. 

#5 ACCESSORISE
Here comes the fun part - think fairy lights, 
vases of flowers, candles, beads, everything and 
anything else. You can always decorate your cosy 
nook based on themes like nature, gold accents 
or even keep it minimalistic and clean. As long as 
the cosy nook brings you a sense of tranquillity,  
you’re on the right track. 
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Essential oils are typically used in aromatherapy, like when you visit the spa for a full body massage and the 
masseuse asks for your preferred blend of essential oils to be used during your self-care session. They’re also 
used as a form of alternative medicine to cure eczema, blocked nose, cough and more. If this piques your 
interest and you’re curious to find out more, keep on reading as we tell you everything you need to know 
about these fragrant goodness.

What are essential oils?

Essential oils are compounds 
extracted from plants, also 
known as concentrated plant 
extracts. They are usually 
obtained through distillation via 
steam or water, or both. Plant 
extracts can also be acquired 
through the process of cold 
pressing. Once extracted, the 
solution is mixed with carrier oils 
to prep the product for use and 
thus, essential oils are created.

How can you use essential oils?

Essential oils are commonly used 
in aromatherapy where these oils 
are inhaled. Nevertheless, they 
can also be applied to the body 
in which the plant chemicals 
would be absorbed into our 
body. However, it is important 
to note that essential oils are 
not meant to be swallowed and 
should never be used orally. 
Inhaling aromas of essential 
oils will stimulate areas of your 
limbic system, which is a part of 
your brain that plays a role in 
emotions and behaviours.

ESSENTIAL OILS 101

BY AGNES AUI

Everything you need to know about essential oils

TYPES OF ESSENTIAL OILS AND THEIR BENEFITS

PAPPERMINT

BERGAMOT

YLANG-YLANG

LAVENDER

ROSE LEMON

TEA TREE

SANDALWOOD

JASMINE

Boosts energy 
and helps with 

digestion

Helps with 
digestion, moods 
and headaches

Reduces stress and 
helps with eczema 

(a sensitive skin 
condition)

Helps to treat 
headaches, nausea 
and skin conditions

Helps to relieve 
stress and promotes 

relaxation

Calms nerves
 and enhances 

focus

Improves mood 
and 

reduces anxiety

Anti-bacterial, helps 
to fight infections 

and boosts 
immunity

Helps with 
childbirth 
and libido
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TREAT YOUR TRESSES

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Paraben-Free Hair Care Necessities

The biggest tip in hair care is knowing the products and ingredients that you use. Parabens and sulphates 
are preservatives that are commonly used to make a product last longer. While its serves a functional 
purpose, the effects on your crowning glory can be detrimental, like exacerbating skin conditions such as 
eczema and psoriasis and even strip the nutrients from your strands. With that in mind, we have curated 
some paraben-free, sulphate-free and worry-free hair care necessities.

DON’T DESPAIR, REPAIR!™ 
SUPER MOISTURE SHAMPOO 
FOR DAMAGED HAIR
473ML

This shampoo is 95% 
naturally-derived and grants 
your hair with an ultra-
hydrating surge of intensive 
moisture while removing, 
dirt, oil and buildup from the 
hair. This ultra moisturising, 
paraben-free, sulfate, 
phthalates-free shampoo is 
formulated with coconut oil, 
algae extract and panthenol 
to intensely moisturise and 
repair dry hair. This works 
for all hair textures and 
does wonders for those with 
very dry, damaged, and/or 
chemically-treated hair.

HANZ DE FUKO NATURAL SHAMPOO
237ML

For a healthy, shiny and glorious 
head of hair, turn to the luxurious 
Hanz de Fuko Natural Shampoo. 
This magical elixir is formulated with 
more than 16 pure natural plant 
extracts and more than 10 amino 
acids for optimum hair growth and 

a healthy scalp. With an array 
of moisturising blend of rare 

herbs and botanicals, Hanz 
De Fuko Shampoo aids in 

preventing scalp dryness, 
flaking, irritation and 
also allows the hair to 
absorb and rebuild in 
its own natural oils.

COCO & EVE LIKE 

A VIRGIN SUPER NOURISHING 
COCONUT & FIG HAIR MASQUE 
AND TANGLE TAMER SET 
212ML

If you have been watching 
YouTube reviews on the Coco 
& Eve hair masque, you’d 
probably know that many swear 
by this product. Not only is it 
paraben and sulphate-free, it 
is a hair masque that comes 
with a tangle tamer that will 
transform your hair after only 
one treatment, taming frizz and 
adding shine to your locks. 
This powerful tub and comb 
can revive dry hair, damaged 
by styling, heat, dyes and the 
environment, all thanks to the 
two super-charged ingredients 
— raw virgin coconuts and figs. 
Inherent with nutrients, these 
superfood repair hair from 
the inside out and  make your 
crowning glory healthy, lustrous 
and again, almost like a virgin 
— hence its name. It conditions 
from root to tip to hydrate even 
the thirstiest of tresses. Shea 
butter hydrates while argan 
oil and linseed oil prevent split 
ends.

JOON HAIRCARE SAFFRON 
HAIR ELIXIR PISTACHIO + ROSE 
HAIR OIL
92ML

When a hair oil contains 
saffron, pistachio and rose 
— ingredients that have been 
used by tehe Persians in 
beauty rituals for centuries, 
you know you need it in your 
haircare regime. Saffron, 
a spice worth more than its 
weight in gold, is used to 
strengthen hair while pistachio 
nourishes and moisturises for 
bouncy and smooth hair. Rose, 
a long-standing admiration 
by the Persians in poetry and 
art, is used in this concoction 
to make your mane smooth 
and shiny. Using modern 
chemistry, these ingredients 
now combined give a potent 
boost to hair longevity, offers 
heat protection against styling 
tools and protects against UV 
rays.

AROMACHOLOGIE INTENSIVE 
REPAIR SHAMPOO 300ML

When your hair needs some 
tender and loving care, 
especially if it’s looking dry, 
brittle and damaged, use 
the Aromachologie Intensive 
Repair Shampoo to pamper 
your hair. Essentially, with a 
gentle silicone-free formula 
that combines oat amino acid, 
to repair, restructure and 
improve hair fibre condition as 
well as to revitalise, strengthen 
and protect the hair from heat 
styling and chemical damage. 
Your hair will be strengthened 
from root to tip and with light, 
beautiful aromatic scent, so 
expect suppleness, smoothness 
and shininess.
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The old axiom, ‘beauty starts from within’, is completely true. What we feed our body has a direct effect on 
our skin and eating a wholesome diet full of good fats, antioxidants, vitamin C, collagen and amino acids can 
prove a difference between a fresh, glowing complexion and a tired, puffy, wrinkled one. Here are some of 
the superfoods packed with goodness that can feed your skin with a glow.

AVOCADO

Known for its Omega 9’s and healthy fats, the avocado is 
famously great for skin. Rich in poly- and monounsaturated 
fatty acids, this superfood helps the skin appear firm and 
dewy, regenerate damaged skin cells, and reduce redness 
and irritation. Omega 9 essentially keeps your epidural 
layer (the top layer of skin) moisturised, which results in  
noticeably hydrated and healthy-looking skin. Packed 
with antioxidant carotenoids, avocados fights against free 
radicals, one of the major culprits of damaged skin and 
ageing, and also help your skin maintain water content 
and elasticity.

GET THAT NATURAL GLOW UP

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Superfoods for Glowing Skin

SALMON 

Salmon, an inherently oily fish, means that it is rich 
in Omega 3, another good fat that does wonders for 
the skin. So, load up on the salmon. Not only do these 
polyunsaturated fatty acids grant the body healthy fats, but 
it also protect the skin from sun exposure, besides repairing  
already damaged skin, keeping cell membranes healthy 
and hydrated, keeping toxins out, and your skin looking 
supple and soft like a baby’s bottom. 

BLUEBERRIES

Antioxidant-rich food are one of the most important aspects 
of maintaining beautiful skin, and eating blueberries is 
one of the easiest ways to achieve it. What antioxidants 
do is basically help fight and neutralise free radicals (one 
of skin’s evil nemesis), which are known to damage skin 
cells and collagen, causing wrinkles, dry skin, and a slew 
of other ageing skin factors. These little berries are also 
filled with vitamin A, which helps normalise the oil levels in 
your skin, and has a hand in clearing up acne-prone skin, 
naturally. 

LEMON

The benefits of lemon goes beyond the skin, to nourishing 
the entire body. With regards to the skin, lemon works 
incredibly because it’s packed with vitamin C, which like  
blueberries, helps neutralise free radicals and aids the 
skin in generating collagen and elastin (which bind skin 
cells together, giving us firm, younger-looking skin), but 
it’s also one of the most alkalising foods available. You 
might be scratching your head thinking how can lemon be 
alkalising when it tastes incredibly acidic. Once this fruit is 
metabolised, the minerals in it helps alkalise the blood and 
balance our bodies’ pH (which in most bodies is too acidic 
due to over consumption of things like coffee, alcohol,and 
processed foods). When our bodies’ pH levels are out 
of balance, our skin becomes super sensitive, dry and 
irritation-prone. So, maintaining a good balance is key.

TURMERIC

Used in Indian households for centuries, turmeric is an anti-
inflammatory agent which is great for skin. When the body is 
inflamed, it takes a rough toll on the skin such as leading to 
wrinkles and ageing in the long term while making skin look 
puffy and tired in the short term. Turmeric’s anti-inflammatory 
properties helps fight off inflammation by either eating dried 
or fresh turmeric or drinking turmeric juice, thus keeping 
skin looking fresher and younger, while also relieving more 
detrimental inflammatory skin conditions such as eczema and 
rosacea.
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

KLAS ART AUCTION 202O
M A L AYS I A N  &  S O U T H E A ST  A S I A N  A RT

SUNDAY, 6 SEPTEMBER 2020 AT 1PM AUCTION VENUE: KLAS@JALAN UTARA
WWW.KL-LIFESTYLE.COM.MY

Coming off the heels of its auction on July 12, 2020, KL Lifestyle Art Space (KLAS) slates its third art auction despite these 
unprecedented times. Encouraged and motivated by the reception of its art auctions, KLAS remains motivated to present a finely 
curated array of artworks for enthusiasts. The auction house’s third auction of the calendar year takes place on Sept 6, at its gallery 

in Jalan Utara. The Modern and Contemporary Art Auction features an array of Malaysian and regional artworks by masters of the craft. 
Boasting a total of 89 lots, art connoisseurs can look forward to works by big guns such as Rafiee Ghani, Khalil Ibrahim, Chen Wen Hsi, 
Yusof Ghani, Datuk Sharifah Fatimah, Tay Bak Koi, Lee Man Fong, Raphael Scott Ahbeng, Ismail Abdul Latiff and many more. An array 
of works by Chinese artists such as Yang Keshan, Zhao Gang, Huang Yan, Sheng Qi, Lu Hao and Gu Wenda will also be showcased 
during the auction. Feast your senses on these beautiful works.

Chen Wen Hsi  B. China, 1906 - 1991 
Carps 
Ink on paper 34 x 43 cm 
RM 18,000 - 30,000

Soft in sight with graceful subtlety, Chen 
Wen Hsi brings forth his depiction of 
a school of Japanese carps sauntering 
through its natural habitat, varying in 
appearance. Using Chinese ink on paper 
for this masterpiece, the artist illustrated 
his Nanyang-style forte with immaculate 
brushstrokes.

Chuah Thean Teng, Dato’ B. China, 1914 - 2008 
Village Scene 
Batik 45 x 119 cm
RM 30,000 - RM 70,000

Known as the Father of Batik Painting in Malaysia, Dato Chuah Thean Teng earned his stripes from his use of batik as a medium of fine art 
since 1953. Although batik painting has been around for hundreds of years, it is remarkable that no one before Teng had ever thought of 
adapting this age-old craft as a medium of fine art. His artistic proclivities includes landscapes, people and even animals, often a cultural 
education of the way of life in a particular community, their relationships and beliefs. This piece is as its name indicates, a village scene 
that depicts three wooden houses on stilts and villagers about their daily antics. 

Sharifah Fatimah Syed Zubir, Dato’ B. Kedah, 1958 
Untitled, 1987 
Acrylic on canvas 102 x 106 cm 
RM 35,000 -RM 70,000

This piece resonates vibrancy, liveliness 
and vivacity. It is done in her usual 
loud-on-loud and contrasting colours, 
featuring daring streaks, blocks and 
lines to handsomely frame the bold-
coloured fragments and shapes. It 
is a discourse between nature and 
man, and it can be likened to seeking 
solitude in nature, the greens, blues and 
warm washes of red each representing 
different types of the elements of flora 
and fauna. Not one to shy away from 
colours, the artist’s works are often 
described as lyrically symbolic featuring 
a myriad of colours.

Yusof Ghani B. Johor, 1950
Siri Tari 14/91, 1991 
Oil on canvas 122 x 122 cm
RM 75,000 - 150,000

Yusof Ghani’s renowned and highly coveted 
series, the Siri Tari portrays the movements 
and lines of people in subtle yet vibrant hues 
that are visually appealing. He captures the 
fluid motions and elegance using dance 
painting to portray the human behaviour. 
After Yusof Ghani moved on from his Protest 
Series, many had assumed that his paintings 
have undergone a complete makeover, 
from sinister and edgy to orchestrated and 
graceful. Yusof Ghani, however, refuted 
this. This work from the Tari Series did 
not change course, it still revolved around 
social remarks. In this series, he uses dance 
paintings to portray human behaviour and 
to experiment with lines, movement and 
colour. “Life is sometimes like dancing – we 
move about with no purpose but we get lots 
of pleasure out of it,” said Yusof. Despite 
how elegant this painting of dancing looks, 
it was never intended to be graceful. The 
lines and sketches on this artwork were 
executed freely and spontaneously in a 
frenzied and haphazard manner. It is 
perhaps, the play of colours, that gives this 
painting that polished, fluid air.

Awang Damit Ahmad B. Sabah, 1956 
Marista Sisa Semusim IV, 1996 
Mixed media on canvas 135 x 120 cm 
RM 40,000 - RM 75,000

The title hints at what this painting might be about. 
Different shapes and forms are scattered all over 
the canvas, with a space largely consisting of the 
colour grey takes precedence over the rest of the 
objects. Those familiar with Awang Damit’s work 
are provided with the knowledge that his works 
are inspired by his memories, most of which are 
scattered, symbolic and garlanded with numerous 
emotions. Even this series, dubbed ‘Marista’ 
means “to talk about the past” in Brunei’s Malay 
language. This is a piece about broken and lost 
memories, one that is strewn around a grey area, 
as bits and pieces only remain.

Born and brought up in Kuala Penyu, Sabah, he 
spent most of his teen years learning painting 
from various artists whilst traveling around the 
state. He initially came to Selangor to work as 
a technician for Telekom Malaysia, but found 
that art was something he truly was passionate 
about. He eventually left the telecommunications 
company, and took his Diploma in Fine Arts in 
Universiti Teknologi Mara (UiTM) and Masters 
Degree in the United States. A painting of his, 
Nyanyian Petani Gunung, won the 1991 Salon 
Malaysia Award. PETRONAS bought it and is, 
until this day, exhibited at the gallery.

Abdullah Ariff B. Penang, 1904 - 1962
Tree by a River, 1955
Watercolour on paper 33 x 56 cm
RM 28,000 - RM 60,000

Meticulously illustrated, this painting is 
Abdullah Ariff’s narration of a large canopy 
of a tree perched at the river bank. Painted in 
an almost dream-like scene, the entire mood 
quiet and tranquil. The artist’s virtuosity in wet-
on-wet and dry-on-dry watercolour skills are 
shown through the way he portrays movement 
in the waters and the tree. His works are more 
‘European’ in terms of looks and approach, 
and they are more heaving in its details.

Abdullah Ariff was an art teacher at the 
Anglo-Chinese School in Penang. He, 
along with fellow artist Yong Mun Sen were 
the forerunners of watercolour painting in 
Malaysia. They were also the only two local 
members the Penang Impressionists club, an 
art group whose members were made up of 
European colonials. In 1947, he worked for 
the Straits Echo newspapers in Kuala Lumpur 
as a cartoonist. He held his first few solo 
exhibitions at the Mint Museum, the Ownbey 
Hall and the Malayan Embassy in the United 
States. A road in Air Itam, Penang, is named 
after him, making him the only artist to ever 
receive such an accolade. His personal 
philosophy was, “Art has no obstacles”.

ART FEATURES
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Seah Kim Joo B. Singapore, 1939 
Two Fishermen
Batik 90 x 60 cm
RM 10,000 - RM 20,000

Ong Kim Seng B. Singapore, 1945  
Cleaning Jars - Beach Road off Sultan Gate 12th 
December, 1982 
Ink and colour on paper 73.5 x 53 cm
RM 14,000 - RM 28,000

Born in 1939 and raised in Terengganu, Seah 
Kim Joo was exposed to the process of traditional 
batik-making very early in his career as an 
artist. It was the environment of his hometown 
that first introduced him to the notion of batik. 
Subsequently, in the 1950s, when the Penang- 
based artist Chuah Thean Teng first pioneered 
painting using the batik medium, Seah was 
drawn more into batik painting. It also resulted 
in Seah being an ardent follower of the late 
Chuah and his works, since the manifestation 
of contemporary themes in a traditional 
medium was regarded as a direct expression 
of Nanyang regionalism. Seah’s works is nature 
and people, apart from occasional abstract 
pieces. Perhaps it was the cultural background 
of his hometown in Terengganu that influenced 
his choice of subject matters. Ever equipped 
with an ethereal quality, ‘Two Fishermen’ is a 
batik work rendered in an orange hue, with 
fishing boats floating in a distance and in the 
foregrounds, two fishermen are portrayed with 
a cloth around their head and dressed in sarong 
and shirt, tending to their nets. 

Entitled ‘Cleaning Jars — Beach Road off 
Sultan Gate’, this work is as humble as it is 
beautiful. Ong with his mastery, depicts an 
array of stored away clay urns and jars. An 
earthy palette becomes the painting, with 
meticulous portrayal of details. In a distance, 
a subject is seen in the midst of an act. There 
is a simplistic beauty to this work.

Yusof Majid   B. England, 1970 
High Hopes, 2017 
Acrylic on canvas 150 x 110 cm 
RM 12,000 - RM 22,000

From an early age, art has been a part of Yusof 
Majid’d life. He grew up in England, and had 
an appreciation for art at a young age. Born 
in 1970, Yusof Majid’s creative work was 
predominantly inspired by the 1980s. The artist 
attended the Chelsea School of Art, England 
from 1988 to 1993. Yusof sees his paintings 
as a naive surrealist extension of his inner self, 
emptiness and euphoria in landscapes of memory 
and dreamscapes. In this work, two trees are 
depicted at the centre of the work, against the 
sky and mountains. Symbolising hope, these trees 
seem to have grown so tall and high that it might 
actually touch the sky. 

Abdul Latiff Mohidin B. Negeri Sembilan, 1941 
Gelombang, 1993
Mixed media on paper 18 x 27 cm
Signed “Latiff 93” on lower right
RM 13,000 - RM 20,000

Abdul Latiff Mohidin is an artist that likes to invent 
his own rules to create new things. The Gelombang 
is strong and dramatic, yet has an elegant feel and 
sophistication. The jagged colours take you on a 
journey through the artist’s mind, beckoning the 
viewer to understand what the motif of the painting 
and reflective of its aloof nature. Latiff was born 
in 1941, and is as well-known a poet as an artist 
as well. 

It’s rather easy to fall in love with Yusof 
Ghani’s paintings at first sight, and the 
Segerak I,II & III are no exceptions. Over the 
years, his works have shifted from something 
dark and enigmatic to one that is cheery 
and alluring. Yusof’s Segerak Series have 
always produced a seamless flow of lovely 
colours integrating with one another and 
amalgamating. Not intentionally meant to 
look aesthetic and flowing, the initial lines 
and sketches were rough, chaotic and 
arbitrary, to portray the human behaviour of 
being wild and free.

Yusof Ghani was born in 1950 in Johor 
and used to frequent a small movie theater 
as a young boy, where he developed a 
predisposition towards painting. He received 
a scholarship to study art at George Mason 
University, USA, where he studied Graphic 
Art and proceeded to pursue his Master’s in 
Fine Art at Catholic University, Washington. 
Upon returning to Malaysia, he began 
lecturing in Universiti MARA Institute of 
Technology. Most notably known for Abstract 
Expressionism, his other popular series are 
Topeng, Wayang, Segerak and Biring.

Yusof Ghani  B. Johor, 1950
Segerak I, II & III, 2004 
Mix Media on canvas 50 x 25 cm x 3 pieces
RM 25,000 - RM 50,000

Gu Wenda  B. China, 1955 
Untitled from the series Mythos of Lost Dynasties
 Ink on paper 96 x 59 cm 
RM 25,000 - RM 45,000

Gu Wenda, a contemporary artist from China was born 
in 1955 in Shanghai. He lives and works in Brooklyn 
Heights, New York City with his wife, interior designer 
Kathryn Scott, while also maintaining studios in 
Shanghai and Xi’an, China. His works predominantly 
revolve around the traditional Chinese calligraphy, 
poetry and has been said to work with human hair. 
Gu is among the most well-known and extensively 
exhibited and published contemporary Chinese artists 
in any medium. He has extended the boundaries of 
landscape painting, subverted meaning in Chinese 
calligraphy and raised provocative questions about 
what it means to be a Chinese artist in the modern 
world.

Gu Wenda studied and later taught at the Zhejiang 
Academy of Fine Arts (Now China Academy of Art). 
He rejected the landscape painting style of his well-
respected advisor Lu Yanshao and instead pursued 
semi-abstract ink painting. Crowned as the master of 
ink painting, Gu plays around with Chinese calligraphy 
characters and words, removing or combining strokes 
which contribute to a landscape of compositional 
elements — one that is uniquely his hallmark. This 
painting, an Untitled work from the series Mythos of Lost 
Dynasties is evident of such composition, challenging 
the authority of Chinese tradition.

Tay Bak Koi B. Singapore, 1939 -2005
Village in the Hills, 1970’ws
Gouache on paper 60 cm diameter
RM 12,000 - RM 20,000

The Singaporean landscapes in Tay’s paintings 
thrive on a palette dominated by neutral colours. 
Their complexity and richness both in texture and 
form far surpass those of his earlier paintings. 
Progressing from the bold and abstract, Tay’s 
works subsequently embodied a dreamlike 
quality, often blurring the lines between fantasy 
and reality, emitting a sense of tranquillity, and 
even timelessness. As portrayed in this gouache 
on paper piece, there’s a sense of tranquility 
that surrounds this work. This circular artwork 
is something one dreams of, depicting a small 
village set among nature, with undulating hills as 
its backdrop and a small river is seen near the 
village, with a raft docked at the bank. 

Rafiee Ghani’s works are known for their 
loud and dynamic colours and brush strokes, 
featuring his Intimism style. He is known to 
produce paintings of still life that depicts all 
types of objects of everyday life including 
the likes of vases, stools, chairs, mugs, 
flower, food and fruits, as depicted in this 
painting. Aesthetics form an important part 
of Rafiee’s paintings where he uses balance 
and composition to their fullest potential, 
often producing artwork, which are both 
aesthetically pleasing and artistic.

Rafiee Ghani B. Kedah, 1962 
Still Life, 1994 
Acrylic on canvas 154 x 96 cm
RM 15,000 - RM 35,000

Chia Yu Chian B. Johor, 1936 - 1997 
Paris Street Scene, 1962 
Oil on canvas 76 x 52 cm
RM 25,000 - RM 55,000

Born in Johor in 1936, Chia Yu Chian studied 
at the Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts in 
Singapore and graduated in 1958. He was 
known for being the first artist from the Straits 
Settlement to receive a French Government 
scholarship at Ecole Nationale des Beaux 
Arts in Paris and was commissioned by the 
Malaysian High Commission in Paris to paint 
a mural painting called Life in Malaysia. He 
received a Honourable Mention by the Salon 
des Independent and Societe des Artistes 
Francaise. He passed away in 1991. 

This work, illustrating the street scene of Paris 
was executed in Chia’s maverick manner. 
The scene of the painting is at nightfall hence 
the employment of darker hues to portray 
the night sky. At the centre of this piece, the 
Parisian bistros’ sun shade are painted in red, 
with hints of yellow to illustrate light from the 
eatery. 

Eyes immediately dart to the ladies captured in the 
act of crossing the river, enveloped by foliage, one 
clad in nothing but a sarong while the other has 
an infant strapped on her. In the background, two 
other ladies are seen wearing straw hats and about 
their antics. Lye Yau Fatt’s artworks are always 
bedecked with rich and earth tones, creating a 
homey ambiance and mood, where viewers may 
find peace in. He never fails to evoke a feeling of 
familiarity and warmth, and security, in a way. His 
motifs always revolve around the rustics in a rural 
setting, with intricate designs running along his 
canvas, discernible if seen closely. Lye Yau Fatt was 
born in Kedah in 1950, he studied printmaking in 
New York. He held his first solo exhibition in 1979 
at the Sum Art Gallery and has then gone on to 
win the Open Art Sculpture Award, the Malaysian 
Watercolour Society Award in 1987 and the PNB 
Watercolour Landscape Award.

Lye Yau Fatt B. Kedah, 1950
Crossing the River, 1983
Mixed media on canvas 70 x 50 cm
RM 15,000 - RM 35,000
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A brilliant, eye-catching diptych, Mohd Raduan Man employs a metallic green hue across the canvas, 
accompanied by shades of black and tinges of yellow. At the heart of the painting, the wayang kulit 
character is decked in all gold. Mohd Raduan Man is a Malaysian visual artist who was born in 
1978. To this young artist the production of his artworks are dynamic movements that possess strong 
statements that must be conveyed to his audience. He hopes that his artworks are substantiated enough 
to be included in future dialogues on visual art. Raduan’s paintings stand out for their movement. His 
techniques are undeniably flawless. He dabbles in various art techniques including printing onto large 
canvases using wood as his blocks, the end result is truly unique. Woodcarving is the technique of 
engraving lines that are defined, and this enables Raduan to assess an object in its elemental and basic 
form, and it thus depicts elemental strength. Inspired by the wayang kulit, this artwork comprises seven 
separate pieces that unfolds a story told through Raduan Man’s eyes, through his chosen medium.

Ahmad Zakii Anwar B. Johor, 1955 
Untitled, 2002 
Mixed media on paper 81 x 55 cm 
RM 6,000 - RM 12,000

Hoe Say Yong B. Johor, 1956 
Interaction I, 2010 
Oil on canvas 100 x 100 cm 
RM 12,000 - RM 22,000

Sensual and enigmatic are two words that fit this 
painting well. The artist captures here a profile 
of a nude male figure, his face undisclosed. The 
piece oozes absolute allure, sophistication and 
depth, as well as spirituality. “It’s painting the 
body from the inside out,” Ahmad Zakii Anwar 
says. “One of the most important things in my 
work is the sense of something absolute. I want 
to reflect the order of life, as well as internal 
beauty,” he said. “I want to paint something more 
spiritual. I want people who look at the work to 
feel inner peace.”

Hoe Say Yeong was born in Batu Pahat, Johor, 
Malaysia and obtained his Diploma at the Kuala 
Lumpur College of Art (1975 to 1977) and in 
1982, he had his first solo in Johor. He won the 
Asia Art 2011 award organised by the Korea 
Culture Art Research Institute and followed it up 
with an exhibition 24 Solar Terms, at the Seoul 
Metro Art Centre in South Korea.

The combination of cool blue mixed with 
a generous some red thrown in gives the 
impression of a myriad of emotions involved 
during the execution of this piece. It moves and 
flows ever so gently, as a gentle breeze blows. 
The water’s surface has become his canvas 
in exploring different realities of unexpected 
harmony, fluidity and an imaginative colour 
play.

Mohd Raduan Man B. Pahang, 1978
Wayang Kulit , 2009 
Oil on canvas 90 x 90 cm x 2 (Diptych)
RM 6,000 - RM 12,000

Chang Fee Ming B. Terengganu, 1959 
Fishermen - Narathiwat, Thailand, 1998 
Watercolour on paper 9.8 x 14 cm (2 pieces)
RM 6,000 - RM 12,000
Born in a rural coastal town in East Malaysia, Chang Fee Ming is one of Asia’s most renowned 
water colourists. His richly detailed and vibrantly coloured paintings of life in idyllic, rural 
scenes have established his reputation as a sensitive observer of culture and promoter of culture. 
Chang expertly transforms colours into wondrous snippets of life. The artist has developed a 
collection spanning more than two decades, depicting rural people, culture and landscapes of 
countries in Asia and beyond. His acclaimed artwork is exhibited and collected throughout the 
world, and has appeared regularly at Christie’s auctions since 1995. Several books have been 
published about his work, including The World Of Chang Fee Ming (1995), Mekong (2004) 
and Imprinted Thoughts (2009) which was published in conjunction with his exhibition at 
Singapore Tyler Print Institute (STPI).

Khalil Ibrahim B. Kelantan, 1934 - 2018 
East Coast Landscape, 1989
Watercolour on paper 15 x 21 cm 
RM 900 - RM 2,000

Khalil’s adoration for the East Coast prevails 
with this piece. The artist’s enigmatic and 
stylised technique using watercolour is an 
illustration of his strong connection and love 
for the land of his origin. A serene scene of 
nature — majestic mountains that are almost 
one with the sky, lush trees and foliage, and in 
the centre, a wooden kampung house.

The late Khalil Ibrahim graduated from the 
prestigious St. Martin’s School of Art & 
Design, United Kingdom in 1964. Thereafter, 
he became a full-time artist and had been for 
60 years. He held solo and group exhibitions 
in Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia and 
Switzerland, with most of his works centred 
around figures and were heavily influenced by 
East Coast fishermen and women.

“We live our true lives in the depths of our hearts, 
not in the superficial masks of personality which 
we show to the world,” said Dato’ Sharifah. 

She is an artist who translates her thoughts, 
emotions, feelings onto her abstract works, which 
usually results as a motley of aesthetic mayhem. 
Through this piece, the artist showcases true 
matters of the heart, mind and soul, as well as the 
incessant though processes while exhibiting their 
garish colours deep within. It’s a piece that says 
although you seem calm and collected, there is a 
flurry within. 

Sharifah Fatimah Syed Zubir, Dato’ B. Kedah, 1958 
Untitled 1999 
Acrylic on paper 38 x 28.5 cm
RM 3,000 - RM 7,000

Born in Fujian Province, Liu Kang (1911-2004) 
received his formal training in Shanghai Academy 
of Fine Art, where he was exposed to Chinese 
paintings. In 1928, he went to Paris where he 
was influenced by art movements such as Fauvism 
and Post-Impressionism. Not only was he one of 
Singapore’s pioneer artists, he was also a leading 
figure in the Society of Chinese Artists and the 
Singapore Art Society. In 1970, he was awarded 
the Public Service Star for his contributions in 
the field of art.Mainly an oil painter, Liu started 
using pastel during the Japanese Occupation as 
oil paints were not available then. He found the 
luminous quality of pastel attractive and used it 
first for portraiture and later for other genres such 
as still life, as depicted in this work.

Liu Kang B. China, 1911 - 2004
Still Life Flowers, 1961
Oil on canvas 49.5 x 59.5 cm
RM 10,000 - RM 18,000

Tay Mo Leong, Dato  B. Penang, 1938 
Two Balinese Ceremonial Dancers, 1970s 
Watercolour on paper 74.5 x 55.5 cm 
RM 7,000 - RM 12,000 
Tay creates this arresting vision of two Legong 
Dancers, majestically clad in traditional outfits. It 
is a spectacle of gentle hues that is both charming 
and exquisite, engaging the viewer for long 
moments before they comprehend that this piece 
is an encapsulation of the charm of the rustics. 
Executed in the medium of watercolour, the 
artist cleverly combines the elements of space, 
form and colour to work magnetically with one 
another, as he captures a dancer holding a 
paper fan and while the other is gazing into the 
distance, portraying her side profile. The work is 
a demonstration of the artist’s adeptness in the 
delicate medium that is watercolour. It is certainly 
a poetic piece.

Kwan Chin B. Kuala Lumpur, 1946 
Playing with Birds, 2003 
Batik 100 x 109 cm
RM 5,000 - RM 12,000

Kwan Chin, ever the story teller tells his tale 
of observations through the batik medium 
with a touch of Nanyang style. This particular 
artwork depicts a congregation of villagers, 
all huddled under the trees, seeking shade 
away from the blazing sun. A flock of 
birds also seem to be accompanying these 
villagers. Kwan Chin’s works are vibrant, 
and undoubtedly attention grabbing, which 
is his hallmark.

Born in Kepong, Kuala Lumpur in 1946, 
Kwan Chin attended the Nanyang Academy 
of Fine Art in Singapore during which he 
learned how to use traditional art materials. 
Shortly thereafter, he delved into the world 
of advertising but once he was introduced to 
batik, it instantly changed his career path. 
His batik pieces are rich in colour and his 
work is known around the world, having 
been exhibited in London and Miami.

Born 1985 in Maran, Pahang, Khairul Izham 
approaches broad subject of past and memories 
with complex layering and conscious masking, 
leaving the audience with residue from the 
process of recollection. His brushes of colour 
create rough silhouettes in an expressionistic 
manner with details, contours and crevices 
accurately captured. At mere glance, this piece 
portrays foliage. But at closer look, it discloses a 
motley of sketches that include a chair, buildings, 
flower, butterfly, dragonfly and many more. It’s a 
stunning piece, executed brilliantly. 

Mohd Khairul Izham B. Pahang, 1985 
Seketika, 2019 
Acrylic on canvas 135 x 152 cm    
RM 3,000 - RM 7,000
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

A Haven Within The City

SUNWAY PUTRA HOTEL KUALA LUMPUR

Sunway Putra Hotel, nestled in the nexus of Kuala Lumpur’s 
Diamond Triangle is an elegant, 5-star hotel complete 
with palatial touches and the quiet luxury of 21st-century 
interiors. Its ideal locale is a pigeon’s hop away from the 

Sunway Putra Mall, World Trade Centre Kuala Lumpur, trendy 
cafés and bars, bustling markets and landmarks; a melting pot of 
Asian cultures and traditions. Understanding that most Malaysians 
seek respite during this unprecedented times, the hotel offers 
exciting online deals to allure a staycation within the city. 

The theme of understated luxury continues in their 650 rooms, 
decorated in soothing greys and mauves, paired with the modern 
conveniences for the savvy traveller such as complimentary WiFi, 

Sunway Putra Hotel offers numerous 
online room deals for you wanderlusters, 
including an attractive 15% Off Best 
Available Rate (BAR), Stay 3 Nights 
and Pay 2 Nights, and the Buy Now and 
Stay Later package — all available on its 
website. 

1. The aforementioned 15% Off Best Available 
Rate on all room categories with rates starting 
from RM180 nett per room per night is available 
from now until Dec 31, 2020 for reservations 
made through the hotel’s website. 

2. Sunway Putra Hotel’s crowd-favourite Stay-
3 Pay-2 offer gives you all the reasons to 
extend your stay and rediscover Kuala Lumpur 
and its hidden gems. This promo is applicable 
for reservations made directly on the hotel’s 
website, valid until year-end. 

3. Encouraging you to fulfil your dreams on 
travelling locally, the hotel’s Buy-Now, Stay-
Later package allows you to plan your travels 
ahead without the need to lock down dates. 
Purchase a minimum of five room vouchers at 
RM160 nett per room, per night, per voucher. 
The purchase period lasts until Dec 31, 2020 
and stay period is until June 30, 2021.

work desk and LED TV, among the many amenities. The 
Deluxe King Room, in which we stayed in is a spacious 
bolthole for couples or a family of three. The king-sized 
bed at the heart of the room commands attention, alluring 
you to jump in and feel the soft embrace of the duvet — 
comforting, spoiling and relaxing all at once. 
To fully relish the comfort of the room, in-room dining 
completes the experience, promising solace and 
scrumptiousness with every dish. Familiar delights like the 
Char Kuey Teow and Chicken Burger hit all the right spots 
and are served in specially packed, single-use container 
swith sanitised cutlery and delivered to guest rooms, 
ensuring full compliance with hygiene and safety protocols. 

When you finally muster up the will to leave 
your homey room, The Coffee House and 
Atrium Lounge beckon, the former offering 
a sumptuous array of authentic Malaysian 
and Western specialities prepared with the 
finest local ingredients by the skillfull culinary 
team. The latter, on the other hand, is the 
perfect venue for pre-dinner drinks, casual 
meetings or a relaxing nightcap.

After eating your fill, saunter through 
the shopping haven next door and treat 
yourself to some retail therapy or dessert. 
Alternatively, rediscover the city onboard the 
KL Hop-On Hop-Off  —  an open deck double 
decker tour bus. The KL Hop-On Hop-Off 
provides a comprehensive city tour with 27 
designated stops, along over 60 major sites, 
landmarks and attractions; with live on-board 
commentary. After a good night’s sleep, a 
morning dip overlooking KLCC and the city 
skyline or working up a sweat at the gym is 
a wonderful way to start the day. Advanced 
booking is required for both these facilities in 
order to limit usage and adhere to the hotel’s 
Stay Safe protocols. 

Sunway Putra Hotel Kuala Lumpur, 100 Jalan Putra, 
50350 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: +603 4040 9888
Website: www.sunwayhotels.com/sunway-putra

Superior King Room

Sunway Putra Hotel Reception

Swimming Pool
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BY AGNES AUI

Steeped in heritage

FOUR POINTS BY 
SHERATON KUALA LUMPUR, 

CHINATOWN

When people think of travelling, they think of getting on 
a flight or a long drive that lasts for hours. What if we 
told you that you could take a vacation right here in 

your backyard? Well, look no further as we’ve found the perfect 
haven located right in the heart of Chinatown for you. Surrounded 
by history-filled streets is Four Points by Sheraton Kuala Lumpur, 
Chinatown, a modern and upscale hotel that’s overflowing and 
rich in the neighbourhood heritage. 

REST
The hotel features 318 fashionably elegant rooms with views of 
Chinatown and the Kuala Lumpur city skyline, including 18 suites 
and 76 interconnecting rooms designed specifically for families or 
large groups. Each room features customised wall art by Malaysian 
artist Loka Made, adding a hint of culture to the contemporary and 
sophisticated design. If you love the city as much as I do, you’ll 
appreciate the breathtaking views of Kuala Lumpur from large 
ceiling-to-floor window panes. Watch as the buildings sparkle at 
night and reflect the morning sun the next day. Just remember to 
make yourself a cup of warm and comforting tea as you capture 
the sight in your memory.

REJUVENATE
Escape the Malaysian heat by staying indoors and rejuvenating 
at the hotel’s facilities. Heal your mind by grabbing a good book 
and relaxing by the pool or maybe even take a dip in it. Fret not 
about getting sunburnt as the pool is well shaded, cooling and 
refreshing. You can also take your revitalising session up a notch 
by trying out the gym that’s equipped with weights and treadmills. 
But if you’re craving for an indoor adventure, we highly suggest 
you pay a visit to the bar, Jann. Not only do the cocktails taste 
divine, but the concoctions are also inspired by Chinatown and 
its stories that will surely take you on a journey of big and bold 
flavours.

EXPLORE
It’s not truly a vacation without exploring the outdoors and 
Chinatown has a lot to offer. Lucky for us, the hotel arranged a walk 
tour, allowing us to traverse through the town to learn all about its 
history and background. Our tour guide, Stevie, shared stories 
with us and cracked a few jokes too. From wall art to architecture, 
Stevie showed us how the buildings used to look like back in the 
day and immersed us in culture. And though the tour eventually 
came to an end, the endless anecdotes stay in our minds till today. 
Our trip to Four Points by Sheraton Chinatown was memorable 
and we can’t wait to pay them another visit soon. 

Four Points by Sheraton Kuala Lumpur, Chinatown
2, Jalan Balai Polis, City Centre, 50000 Kuala Lumpur
03-2035 7333

Swimming Pool

Premier Downtown

Arrival Lobby

TAKE A DRIVE TO PORT DICKSON FOR SUN, SAND, SEA AND 
SUNSET

Merely a 45-minutes drive from Kuala Lumpur, gather the gang for 
a mini road trip to Port Dickson to bask in the sounds of the rolling 
waves, sea as far as the horizon, and the glorious sunset that comes 
just before nightfall.

GO JUNGLE HIKING AT BUKIT KIARA

Spend your morning amid the wilderness at Bukit Kiara and trek 
through its rugged trails. Expect to be doused in clean air, happy 
vibes, sightings of some animals and get you a taste of KL’s unspoilt 
offerings that are not in the usual guidebooks.

TAKE A DIP AND HAVE A PICNIC AT THE KANCHING WATERFALL

Straddled between Kuala Lumpur and Rawang, Kanching Waterfall 
is a family-favourite forest escape. It’s a beloved spot by many for 
its seven levels of waterfall — each with its own pool. The spot also 
makes for a nice hike.

APPRECIATE BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS AT WORLD OF PHALAENOPSIS

Little did we know, just 40 minutes away from Kuala Lumpur lies 
an orchid haven called the World of Phalaenopsis, with orchids 
available for sale. In the compound, you will also find a pond where 
you can feed the ducks. As you get peckish, just stroll over to their 
in-house café for hot meals,  desserts, coffee and tea.  

GO CAFÉ HOPPING WITH THE GANG

With many aesthetically-pleasing and Instagram-worthy cafés 
popping up, the weekends are the best time to venture out, appease 
your inner foodie and add to your Insta feed. For minimalistic 
elegance, visit Apollo; for a floral wall and good fare, Lisette’s is 
the place to be, and a good vegan place in Chinatown with interior 
goals is The Hungry Tapir. 

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN 

FUN THINGS TO DO 
THIS WEEKEND

Netflix and binging on TV shows finally 
getting you? How about you taking the 
weekend to venture out to the great 
outdoors — it could be taking a walk in 
the park, hiking, having a picnic by the 
waterfall or even cafe hopping. Here are 
some nifty little ideas on fun activities to 
take up this weekend.
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THE LOAF CONCEPT STORE 
Lot 3, 13.00 & E3, 13.00 

Level 3, Pavilion Kuala Lumpur, 
55100 Kuala Lumpur

CORÉ THE KOREAN CUISINE 
Tropicana Avenue P-G-10, No.3, 
Persiaran Tropicana, Tropicana, 
47410 Petaling Jaya, Selangor

Bar Trigona
145, Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8670

Mantra bar
Rooftop Bangsar Village II.
+60 17-344 8299 

The Roof
1 First Avenue Bandar Utama, 
Petaling Jaya
+60 3-8605 3388

4, Jln Delima,kl

Hotel . Non-Halal . Private Dining

                Jasons Food Hall 
is a favourite with shoppers, as it 
offers an extensive range of fresh and 
international food brands.  
10am - 10pm daily.

Tel: 03-2117 3111

Tel: 03-2691 6599

Tel: 03-2782 3800

Tel: 03-2142 6636

Tel: 03-5633 2530

Tel: 03-6201 6553

Tel: 03-2786 9333

10am - 10pm dayly

Tel: 03-6211 7877

/ 2430 / 2431

Tel: 03-2697 9312

Tel: 03-8949 6288

Centre 03-2148 8744

03-2782 3875

KL’s Best Bar

Avenue K Shopping Mall
156 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur. Tel: 03 2168 7800
Avenue K is Kuala Lumpur’s coolest 
urban hub where life and creativity are 
celebrated. The new Avenue K aims to 
indulge your retail desires, cater to your 
entertainment needs and satisfy your 
appetite for top-notch dining in comfort. 
Far from a regular mall, it offers exciting 
experiences and a trend setting venue 
where shoppers can relax and treat 
yourself to a good time. With over 60 
exciting dining options including Fresca 
Mexican Kitchen, Dolly Dim Sum, 
Samba Brazilian Steakhouse, Sushi 
Zanmai, Nene Chicken, Boat Noodle, 
Sushi King and Bankara Ramen. there 
is no doubt that Avenue K is a foodie’s 
heaven.  • 10am to 10pm

IOI City Mall
Management Office, Unit T2-3A-3 & 
Unit T2-3A-3A, Level 3A, IOI City Tower 
Two, Lebuh IRC, IOI Resort City, 62502 
Putrajaya, Sepang, Selangor. 
Tel: 03-8328 8900
The multi award-winning IOI City Mall, 
located within IOI Resort City, is the 
largest mall in Southern Klang Valley. It 
is easily accessible via major highways 
and public transport. Its 1.5 million sq. 
ft. of lettable space is occupied by trendy 
fashion brands, supermarket, cineplexes 
and F&B outlets offering exquisite local 
and international dining experiences.  • 
10am to 10pm

MyTOWN Shopping Centre
No.6, Jalan Cochrane Cheras, Seksyen 
90, 55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2710 0057
MyTOWN is located in Kuala Lumpur, 
anchored by IKEA Cheras. Visit us 
easily by bypass or take a ride on the 
MRT to the Cochrane underground 
MRT station. The blend of fashion 
forward retail, amazing amenities, 
stylish alfresco events make MyTOWN 
the premier shopping destination in the 
heart of Kuala Lumpur. It’s more than 
just shopping… It’s an experience for 
everyone in the family!
• 10am to 10pm

The Starling Mall
6, Jalan SS 21/37, Damansara 
Utama, 47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7730 7000
Built in an organic form with a fluid 
façade and natural setting, The Starling 
is a space where nature is immersed 
into urban retail environment to create 
a unique space for togetherness in 
harmony with nature. 

Celestial Court
03-2717 9988
• Jalan Sultan Ismail • Sheraton 
Imperial Kuala Lumpur Hotel  
• Oriental Cuisine • Casual Dining

FLOUR Restaurant
012-960 0053 • Unit No. 69 & 71G, 
Jalan Medan Setia 1, Bukit Damansara, 
50490 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Shang Palace
03-2074 3904 • 11 Jalan Sultan Ismail  
50250 Kuala Lumpur  • Pork-free 
• Shangri-La Hotel KL • Cantonese 
Cuisine

Yun House 
03-2382 8888 • Four Seasons Place, 
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur. • Pork-free • Four Seasons 
Hotel Kuala Lumpur • Dim sum

Opium KL
03-2142 5670 • 50, Changkat Bukit 
Bintang, Kuala Lumpur. • Casual Dining
• Oriental

Wan Chun Ting
03 2720 6688 • No. 6 – Jalan 
Damanlela, Bukit Damansara, 50490 
Kuala Lumpur. • Sofitel Kuala Lumpur 
Damansara Hotel • Dim Sum
• Casual Dining

Din Tai Fung Pavilion
03-2148 8292 • 168, Bukit Bintang 
Street, Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala 
Lumpur. • Dim Sim  • Casual Dining

Luk Yu Tea House
03 2782 3850  • Starhill Gallery 181, 
Jalan Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala 
Lumpur  •  Dim Sum  • Tea House
•  Casual Dining

Tao Chinese Cuisine
03-2782 6000  •  65, Jalan Ampang, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur  •  Intercontinental 
Hotel Kuala Lumpur  •  Oriental Cuisine
•  Casual Dining

Sunway Velocity Mall
Lingkaran SV, Sunway Velocity, 55100 
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2786 3970
Sunway Velocity Mall is earmarked to 
be the leading destination in KL South 
with its cutting-edge architecture, neo 
futuristic façade and contemporary 
interior. Built with connectivity in mind, 
the mall is easily accessible through 
major roads and highways and is 
well-serviced by public transportation 
including 1 LRT and 2 MRTs.
• 10am to 10pm

The LINC KL
360, Jalan Tun Razak, 50400  
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-92130388
The LINC KL is an escape, a hideaway, a 
preferred destination for when you want 
to take a break from your busy life and 
reconnect with nature. It is a place full 
of such possibilities. Room for nature. 
Room for coming together. Room for 
celebration. Space to grow. Space to 
simply be yourself.
• 10am to 10pm

Shoppes at Four Seasons Place
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450  
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2391 9655
Shoppes at Four Seasons Place is an 
elegant showcase spanning over six 
levels of retail, restaurants, a boutique 
grocer, and more. Immerse yourself in 
seamless accessibility with your every 
convenience within comfort’s reach. 
Take your time to explore the collection 
of carefully curated brands uniquely 
housed amidst wide spaces, marble 
halls, and comfortable lounge areas. 
Strategically located in the Golden 
Triangle of Kuala Lumpur, the mall 
welcomes you to indulge in an idyllic 
experience.
• 10am to 10pm

Nadodi KL
03 2181 4334 • Lot 183, 1st Floor, Jalan 
Mayang, Off Jalan Yap Kwan Seng, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining 
• Pork-free

Qureshi Malaysia
03-2011 1007 • Ground Floor, East 
Wing, TPC Kuala Lumpur No 10, Jalan 
1/70D, Off Jalan Bukit Kiara, 60000 
Kuala Lumpur. •  Casual Dining
• Halal

Cé La Vi
03-2770 3360 • Ilham Tower, No 8, Jln 
Binjai, 50450 Kuala Lumpur • Pan-Asian
• Pork-free  • Casual Dining

Open House
03-2162 0888  • G48 Suria KLCC, 
Lakeside, 50888 Kuala Lumpur  
• Malaysian  • Pork-free
• Fine Dining

Barat Lifestyle Vegetarian 
Restaurant
010-288 2654  • 19, Lorong Kurau, 
Taman Bukit Pantai, 59100 Kuala Lumpur.
• Fusion Vegetarian Restaurant
• Casual Dining • Halal

Chez Gaston KL by Rendez-Vous
011-3993 0036 • 12G, Jalan Bangsar 
Utama 9, Bangsar, 59000 Kuala Lumpur.
• Non-halal  • Casual Dining

Entier French Dining
03-2268 3819  • Level 41 at Alila 
Bangsar No 58, Jalan Ang Seng, 
Brickfields, 50470 Kuala Lumpur.
• Pork-free  •  Fine Dining

Bistro à Table
03-7931 2831 • 6, Jalan 17/54, 
Seksyen 17, 46400 Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor. • Fine Dining • Pork-free

Contango
03-2785 8000 • 5, Jalan Sultan 
Hishamuddin, Tasik Perdana, 50000 
Kuala Lumpur • The Majestic Hotel KL 
• Pork-free  •  Casual Dining

Babe by Jeff Ramsay
013 209 1330  • 11th Floor, Work@
Clearwater, Changkat Semantan, 
Damansara Heights, 50490 Kuala 
Lumpur  • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Huckleberry Food and Fare
03-2098 7933 • Plaza Damansara, 
Jalan Medan Setia 2, Bukit Damansara, 
50490 Kuala Lumpur  • Casual Dining
• Pork-free

Mr Chew’s Chino Latino
The Penthouse, WOLO, Bukit Bintang 
Street, 55100 Kuala Lumpur
+60 3-4065 0168

Marinis on 57
Level 57, Menara 3 Petronas, 
 Persiaran KLCC.
+60 3-2386 6030
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Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8888  .  Four Seasons Place, 
145, Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur 
www.fourseasons.com .Yun House (Chi-
nese Restaurant) .Curate (All Day Dining) 
.Bar Trigona (Bar) .The Lounge At Four 
Seasons(International) .Pool Bar & Grill

W Kuala Lumpur
+603-2786 8888  .No. 121, Jalan 
Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur 
www.mariott.com .Yen (Chinese 
Restaurant) .Flock (All Day Dining) 
.Woobar (Bar)

Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
145, Jalan Ampang

03-2382 8888

Aloft Kuala Lumpur Sentral
03-2723 1000
Jalan Stesen Sentral

Nook (International), MAI Bar (Bar 
Menu), w xyz(SM) Bar (Cocktails & 
Snacks)    From RM270 - RM388
www.starwoodhotels.com/alofthotels

Philea Mines Beach Resort

Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA
03-8787 3333

Degrees (Int), Traveller’s Bar & Grill, 
Palmz Lounge (Wn) .  From RM570++
www.samasamahotels.com

Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur
03-2182 1234    Jalan Pinang
   KLCC    JP Teres (Malaysian), 
THIRTY8 (International), Poolside
From RM550 - RM5610
www.kualalumpur.grand.hyatt.com

Istana Negara, Jalan Duta
Located along Jalan Duta, it is the of-
ficial residence of Malaysia’s king since 
Nov 11, 2011.  Influenced by both Is-
lamic and traditional Malay architecture, 
this unique structure is the latest addition 
to the country’s architectural wonders.

Raja Chulan

03-2020 5499 03-2267 1111

Makana Restaurant

03-20201708

Pullman Kuala Lumpur

03-2162 2233

Flavours Restaurant (Int’l), Green 
Treats Delicatessen (Int’l), T@ste 6 
Restaurant (Int’l) . From470+

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa

Tamarind Springs
03-4256 9300  .  Jalan 1 Taman 
Tun Abdul Razak, Ampang
Halal . Fine Dining

Nobu Kuala Lumpur
03-2164 5084  .  Menara 3 Petronas
Persiaran KLCC  .  Fine Dining

Fukuya Restaurant
03-2144 1022  .  9, Jalan Delima,  
Imbi, Kuala Lumpur .  Casual Dining

Haru Japanese Restaurant
03-2011 8783  .  124A, Jalan Kasah, 
Medan Damansara .  Casual Dining

Nippori Cafe
03-7733 8592  .  102 (First Floor), 
Empire Damansara, Jalan PJU 8/8, Da-
mansara Perdana, 47820 Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor .  Casual Dining

Yuzu
03-2284 7663  .  The Gardens,  
Mid Valley City .  Casual Dining

The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur
03-2727 1111  .  Jalan Stesen Sentral 2, 
Kuala Lumpur Sentral .  From RM850

Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara
03-2720 6688  .  6, Jalan Damanlela, 
Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur 
.  From RM330-RM820  . www.sofitel-
kualalumpur-damansara.com

Hotel Capitol Kuala Lumpur
03-21437000  .  Jalan Bulan Off  
Jalan Bukit Bintang  
.  www.capitol.com.my

Element by Westin Kuala Lumpur
03-2771 3388  .  Ilham Tower, 8, Jln 
Binjai, Kuala Lumpur, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur .  Trace Restaurant & Bar .  
From RM343 . www.marriott.com 

The Westin Kuala Lumpur
+603-2731 8333  .  199, Jalan Bukit 
Bintang, 55100 Kuala Lumpur  
www.westin.com . Prego (Italian 
Restaurant) . Five Sen5es (Chinese 
Restaurant) . The Living Room (All Day 
Dining) . Splash (Pool Side Restaurant 
& Bar) . 443 Bar & Coffee Lounge

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa
+603 7492 8000 . Persiaran Lagoon, 
Bandar Sunway, 47500 Selangor 
. www.sunwayhotels.com 
. The Resort Cafe (All Day Dining)

Kokufu
Sri Pan Pacific KL

Villa Samadhi Kuala Lumpur
+603 2143 2300 . No. 8, Persiaran 
Madge Off Jalan Madge, 55000 Kuala 
Lumpur . www.villasamadhi.com.my 
. The Dining Room (All Day Dining)

Hilton KL
+603 2264 2264 . 3 Jalan Stesen 
Sentral, 50470 Kuala Lumpur 
. ww3.hilton.com . Chynna (Chinese 
Restaurant) . Vasco’s (All Day Dining) 
Graze (European) . Zeta Bar (Bar) 
. Iketeru (Japanese)

The Ruma Hotel and Residences
+60 3 2778 0888  . 7 Jalan Kia Peng, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur . www.theruma.
com . ATAS Modern Malaysian Eatery 
(Modern Malaysian) .  Santai Pool and 
Lounge . Seven Lobby Bar and Lounge 

Sheraton Petaling Jaya
+60 3 7622 8888  . Jalan Utara C, 
Petaling Jaya, 46200 Selangor 
. www.mariott.com/sheraton-petaling-
jaya . Yue (Chinese) . Feast (Interna-
tional) .  Miyabi (Japanese) .  Sala 
(Bar) .  Chime (cigar and whisky bar)

EQ 
+603 - 2789 7777 . Equatorial Plaza
Jalan Sultan Ismail 50250 Kuala Lum-
pur . Nipah . Kampachi
. www.eqkualalumpur.com

Sunway Pyramid Hotel
+603 7492 8000 . Persiaran Lagoon, 
Bandar Sunway, 47500 Selangor
.  The Resort Cafe, The Lobby Lounge, 
Cherootz

Tao (chi)

03-2782 6000

.OneSixFive(Japanese)

www.ihg.com
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KL Lifestyle 
31 Jalan Utara, 

46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, 
Malaysia

Tel: +603 7932 0668
 Email: info@mediate.com.my

Craft Complex Craft Complex 
03- 2164 834403- 2164 8344
 Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. •  Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. • 

Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik 
printing and pottery from the 13 states printing and pottery from the 13 states 
of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily. of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily. 
• E9 FREE• E9 FREE

Telekom MuseumTelekom Museum
03-2031 996603-2031 9966
 Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan  Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan 

• Displays interesting exhibits of • Displays interesting exhibits of 
  telephones and evolution of their   telephones and evolution of their 
  designs over the years.   designs over the years. 
• Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays • Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays 
• E6 FREE• E6 FREE

Sultan Abdul Samad BuildingSultan Abdul Samad Building
 Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan  Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan 

Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big 
Ben of KL, this historical landmark and Ben of KL, this historical landmark and 
heritage building is well known for its heritage building is well known for its 
Moghul architecture dating back to Moghul architecture dating back to 
1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial 1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial 
Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme 
Court. • E5Court. • E5

PETRONAS Twin Towers PETRONAS Twin Towers 
03- 2615 818803- 2615 8188

 KLCC • KL City Centre • The  KLCC • KL City Centre • The 
88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at 88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at 
451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL 451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL 
and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped 
park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is 
open to visitors between 9am-7pm open to visitors between 9am-7pm 
daily, closed on Monday • D8daily, closed on Monday • D8

03-2274 6542

03-2089 3400

MUSEUMS

RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children  RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children  
3 to 12 years old3 to 12 years old

03-2267 1111

03-2331 7007

03-2094 1222

03-9200 0039

Berjaya Times Square Theme Park
1 Jalan Imbi, Level 5 & 7, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2117 3118

Sunway Lagoon Theme Park
3 Jalan Pjs 11/11, Bandar Sunway,  
Petaling Jaya . Tel: 03-5639 0000

Skytropolis Indoor Theme Park
First World Plaza, Resorts World Genting,
Level 1, Genting Highlands, 69000 
Tel: 03-2718 1118

District 21
Level 1, IOI City Mall, Putrajaya
Tel: 03-8328 8888

CONTACT:

TO
ADVERTISE

IN
THIS

SPACE

BARATHAN AMUTHAN

P H O T O G RA P H E R

+60 12-244 6797
 IG : framesbybarathanamuthan

9am-6pm   F4

          Entry Mykad Holder 
- RM49(Adult), RM39 (Child), General 
Admission -  RM69 (Adult), RM59 (Child)

03-6200 1000
03-7967 3936

03-7957 4341

03-2092 7070

03-6187 8786

Casino De Genting
03-6101 1118

Flight Training
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Heineken Marketing Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. Company No. 196501000156 (5971-D) 
Sungei Way Brewery, Lot 1135, Batu 9, Jalan Klang Lama, 46000 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.

Strongbow Magazine FPFC Ad
Size: 275(H) X 210(W) mm     Text Area: 245(H) X 180(W) mm     Bleed: 285(H) X 220(W) mm

9 MRT LALUAN SUNGAI BULOH - KAJANG
MRT SUNGAI BULOH - KAJANG LINE

10 Dalam
pembinaan
UNDER CONSTRUCTION

KTM LALUAN TERMINAL SKYPARK
KTM TERMINAL SKYPARK LINE

Penumpang perlu keluar daripada bangunan
stesen untuk pertukaran ke laluan yang lain.*

Penumpang TIDAK PERLU keluar daripada
bangunan stesen untuk pertukaran ke laluan
yang lain. *

Stesen Pertukaran

Interchange Station

Passengers are required to exit station building
to switch lines.*

Passengers are NOT REQUIRED to exit
station building to switch lines. *

*

*

Penumpang digalakkan untuk menggunakan kad MyRapid Touch ‘n 
Go (bagi laluan rel Rapid KL) atau kad Touch ‘n Go semasa 
menggunakan perkhidmatan tren bagi perkiraan tambang yang lebih 
rendah dan pertukaran yang lebih lancar di stesen pertukaran.
Penumpang yang menggunakan tiket/token sehala yang ingin 
membuat pertukaran ke laluan lain di stesen pertukaran adalah 
tertakluk pada arahan penggunaan yang ditetapkan seperti yang 
berikut:
- membuat pertukaran di stesen pertukaran selepas keluar dari pintu  
 automatik
- mendapatkan tiket/token sehala baharu di mesin jualan tiket (TVM)  
 yang telah disediakan sebelum membuat pertukaran.  

Passengers are advised to use MyRapid Touch ‘n  Go (for Rapid KL rail 
lines) or Touch ‘n Go cards during their journey on the train to enjoy 
lower fares and convenience of switching line(s) at interchange 
station(s).
Passengers with one-way tickets/tokens that need to switch to other 
lines at the interchange station is subject to user instructions as below:
- change lines at interchange station after exiting the automatic gate
- purchase new one-way tickets/tokens at Ticket Vending
Machines (TVM) before switching lines.

Sultan Ismail dan Medan Tuanku
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Sultan Ismail (jika dari Laluan LRT Ampang / Sri Petaling) dan stesen Medan Tuanku (jika 
dari Laluan Monorel KL). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

KL Sentral (LRT Laluan Kelana Jaya), KL Sentral (Laluan Monorel KL) dan Muzium Negara (MRT Laluan Sg Buloh-Kajang)
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen KL Sentral atau Muzium Negara (di laluan di mana anda berada).
Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

Dang Wangi dan Bukit Nanas

NOTA :

Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Dang Wangi (jika dari LRT Laluan Kelana Jaya) dan stesen Bukit Nanas (jika dari
Laluan Monorel KL). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (Laluan Monorel KL) dan Bukit Bintang (MRT Laluan Sg Buloh-Kajang)
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (jika dari Laluan Monorel KL) dan stesen Bukit Bintang (jika dari MRT
Laluan Sg Buloh - Kajang). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

Sultan Ismail and Medan Tuanku
Purchase tokens up to Sultan Ismail (if from LRT Ampang / Sri Petaling Lines) and Medan Tuanku (if from KL Monorail Line).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

Dang Wangi and Bukit Nanas
Purchase tokens up to Dang Wangi (if from LRT Kelana Jaya Line) and Bukit Nanas (if from KL Monorail Line).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

KL Sentral (LRT Kelana Jaya Line), KL Sentral (KL Monorail Line) and Muzium Negara (MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line).
Purchase tokens up to KL Sentral or Muzium Negara (on the current line you are on).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.
Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (KL Monorail Line) and Bukit Bintang (MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line).
Purchase tokens up to Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (if from KL Monorail Line) and Bukit Bintang (if from 
MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line). Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connectiing station.

Sila ikut langkah berikut apabila menggunakan stesen sambungan Rapid KL :
 

Bagi pengguna kad MyRapid Touch ‘n Go, tambang akan ditolak berdasarkan perjalanan anda. For MyRapid Touch ‘n Go card users, fare will be deducted accordingly as you travel.

NOTE :
Please observe the following steps for journey between Rapid KL connecting stations :-
 

KAJANG

Sungai Gadut
Rembau
Tampin
Batang Melaka

(Lapangan Terbang
Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah)

Kajang 2

Ecocity 

Akan datang.
Stesen Projek
Laluan Terminal Skypark
COMING SOON. STATIONS ON
TERMINAL SKYPARK LINE

GEMAS

TERMINAL
SKYPARK

10

10

Setia
Jaya

SUBANG
JAYA

2 1

2

(Akan Datang  COMING SOON)

(Akan Datang  COMING SOON)

Kampung
Selamat

SUNGAI BULOH

Kwasa
Damansara

Kota
Damansara

Surian

Mutiara
Damansara

CHAN
SOW LIN

TTDI

Bandar
Utama

Phileo
Damansara

Pusat Bandar
   Damansara

Muzium
Negara

Merdeka

Semantan

Kwasa
Sentral

Cochrane

Bukit Bintang

Taman
Pertama
Taman
Midah
Taman
Mutiara
Taman
Connaught
Taman
Suntex
Sri Raya
Bandar Tun
Hussein
Onn

Tun Razak
Exchange (TRX)

9

9

PUTRA HEIGHTS

SUNWAY-SETIA JAYA 

Kerinchi

Lembah
Subang

Ara
Damansara

4

Batu 11
Cheras

Bukit
Dukung
Sungai
Jernih

Stadium
Kajang

Glenmarie

B1
B1

B1



SAVE THE DATE

FOR ENQUIRIES CONTACT
NIK +60192609668 SHAMILA +60193337668 INFO@MEDIATE.COM.MY

WWW.KL-LIFESTYLE.COM.MY   31 JALAN UTARA, 46200 PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR

Yusof Ghani B. Johor, 1950
Oil on canvas 122 x 122 cm 
RM 75,000 - RM150,000

SUNDAY, 6 AUGUST 2O2O AT 1PM . AUCTION VENUE: KLAS@ 31 JALAN UTARA
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